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Optronica: The Audiovisual Culture
Silvia Bianchi

Optronica is one of the few festival in
the UK that is completely dedicated
to the new audio-visual languages
and their different exceptions, from
experimental to entertainment live
media, that find place in clubs after
the closing of the festival at the
Institute of Contemporary Art , with
the shows of Exceeda, Addictive TV,
Speedy J &Scott Pagano . Lots the
artistic moments, a note goes to the
Spanish collective Reactable , that
presented with a one hour live the
possibilities of use of their interactive
sound table, the new projects of a/v
live of the British duo Semiconductor
and the Berliner duo Rechenzentrum ,
and the always indescribable
performance of the Japanese artist
Ryoichi Kurokawa , saw in Italy only at
the Mixed Media 2006 festival in
Milan.

The second edition of Optronica took
place in London from 14th to 19th
March, in the restructured National
Film Theatre Complex, opened with
the name of BFI Southbank and in the
incredible IMax Cinema , near the first
one. This edition confirmed the British
festival as an not to be missed
appointment for the lovers of Live
Media and Live Cinema, and as
meeting for the experts of the sector.
The festival was at its second edition,
thanks to the collaboration between
British Film Institute , the artists and
audio-visual producers Addictive TV
and the association Cinefeel . The
choice of BFI as location completely
met the performance exigencies of
the selected projects, followed by a
vast public comfortably seated in two
cinematographic rooms inside the
building.

.
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The real wealth of this festival has
been the attention for the reflection
and discussion moments about this
kind of artistic expressions and about
the necessity to individuate a
historical path inside the a/v
communication history and to
position this new form of expression
as continuum of the old research path
of the visual culture. One of the most
important moment in this sense has
been the intervention of Cindy Keefer,
of the Los Angeles CVM , with her talk
on the visual music history and its
distant origins. You can read her
interview in this number.

Francoise Lamy: We’ve had nothing
but great feed back from both
audiences and artists alike. We been
quite surprised by the volume of
fantastic emails, particularly from the
artists saying it was one of the best
festival experiences they’ve ever had,
which is a great thing to hear after all
the hard work that goes into running a
festival. We’ve also had great feed
back from many of the partners, like
the Arts Council of England and even
many of the cultural institutions – for
example people from the Japan
Foundation actually brought their
families down to the particular event
that they supported – the Big in Japan
programme with a performance by Ry
o ichi Kurukawa – and they were over
the moon about the whole event.

We talked about the festival with
Francoise Lamy , artistic director of
Optronica, founder and curator of the
Association Cinefeel .

Silvia Bianchi & Marco Mancuso: What
did you find the best part of the
festival or the best performative
moment and what the worst? If you
find it .
Francoise Lamy: There were so many
best moments for me! And if there
was a weak part of the festival I
wouldn’t say!!! But for me the best
moment of Optronica 2007 was the
talk by Cindy Keefer from the Center
for Visual Music , she really gave
insight into visual music like I have
never seen before; and her talk
seemed to connect with people i n
such a great way. The brand new
shows from Rechenzentrum and

.

Silvia Bianchi & Marco Mancuso:
Making a balance of the second
edition of the Festival, how was the
answer from the public and from the
artists?
4

Trevor Jackson were also highlight
performance s for me, it was brilliant
what they did, as too was what the
Addictive TV guys did with their film
remix set at the IMAX – that went
down so well…!! And I guess “the talk
of the festival” was the amazing return
of EBN, the guys who pretty much
invented live AV sampling! I’m sure
them getting together again for this
one-off come-back gig helped sellout the club night!! But something
that really made me laugh was
Exceeda doing a remix of the
Phantom of the Opera, changing it
into the Phantom of Optronica for the
club night , the crowd loved it ! !.

important in today’s world to be
globally connected . At the actual
festival, the Optronica Lounge was set
up as a place to meet and hang-out
and it quickly became a real get
together of the international AV
scene. Around 20 or so international
curators and festival programmers
attended Optronica this year and they
were especially interested in seeing all
the world premiere performances and
checking out new UK talent. Some of
the artists have already told us they’ve
had prospective bookings as a result,
which is great.
Something which I would be keen to
see happen in the future is festival
programmers all working together to
co-produce audiovisuals shows –
especially as there isn’t a great deal of
funding for this new art form,
especially here in the UK. Producing
such shows can very expensive,
especially when you are using new
technologies and so on, and this
would also help with touring the show
in a few countries.

.

Silvia Bianchi & Marco Mancuso: In
these days you reunited in London
lots of professionals, curators, critics,
reporter and media realities from
everywhere. How much is important
to be part of an international network
and work connected to grow up?
Francoise Lamy: I think it is vitally
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Charles Atlas who’s a video artist and
ReacTable who are software
programmers and musicians all
crossing and blurring the borders that
you describe between art, music and
communication to find themselves all
in the live cinema and AV field.

.

Silvia Bianchi & Marco Mancuso:
What’s your opinion about the future
of the audio-visual forms of
expression, about the performances
and the installations inside the festival
world, museums of contemporary art
but even in commercial circuits, such
as Cinema and Design? During
Optronica we got in touch with
several artists, testers that work in
that directions, others that produce at
the borders of art, design, music and
communication. I think this shortcircuit is a strong and powerful
element now, isn’t it?
Francoise Lamy: I think it’s clear
where this is all going. I think this
whole art form will become more
mainstream in the future. It’s whole
style will begin to influence traditional
film and television – particularly
advertising; and that’s already begun.
But of course it will still remain an art
form in it’s own right, working
perfectly in galleries and art museums
with some artists working in both the
art and the commercial worlds. And

.

We talk with Addictive TV , creators of
the festival, after Optronica to better
understand how did they get there.
Silvia Bianchi & Marco Mancuso: What
attracts you to working in the live
audiovisual realm? Can you say a little
bit about your background and how it
lead you to this point?
Addictive Tv: It’s the whole concept
around the integration of music and
images that attracts us to this field.
Images are incredibly powerful and
can bring out so much more in music.
We’ve all got eyes as well as ears, and
by being an extension of the audio,
the video aspect of visual-music can
really help create an amazing
response, much more than music can

right here, right now, it’s very exciting
to see at Optronica artists with such
eclectic and very different
backgrounds all heading in the same
direction; for example artists like
Trevor Jackson who’s a musician and
designer, Peter Greenway who’s a film
director, Addictive TV who are DJs
and VJs but also television producers,
6

alone. Images always add an extra
dimension – why did the likes of the
Lumiere brothers or John Logie Baird
pioneer film and television and not
just be content with radio or
gramophones?

.

Silvia Bianchi & Marco Mancuso: Can
you tell us a bit more about your
performance at Optronica? Do you
use any modified technology or
software in your set-up? What do you
think of the advances of AV
technology in the last decade and
how has it impacted on your art?

Both our backgrounds (Tolly &
Graham) are very different; Graham
coming from a film & television
production history and Tolly’s from
being a composer turned
DJ/producer. We met during the
production of Addictive TV’s visualmusic series for Channel 4 called
Transambient, Graham was producer
of the project and already a VJ in
clubland at that point and Tolly wrote
music for the show. From there we
began to work together more and
more, like on DVD projects including
Spaced Out and later ITV1′s
Mixmasters music series and also
developing our live show to become
more audiovisual, rather than simply
VJ based. The more work we created,
the more offers came in to remix
films, promos and perform live.

Addictive Tv: We’ll be performing a
special World Cinema remix set,
unveiling new work like an official
remix of the forthcoming Japanese
anime movie Tekkon Kinkreet. We’re
going to start the set though with a
special commissioned remix of 70′s
gangster flick Get Carter we recently
created for the Northern Lights Film
Festival in Newcastle where the film
was set – we haven’t performed this
anywhere else yet. Yes, as well as
laptops, we do use modified
technology, which we’ve had
customised – such as our audiovisual
mixer – but we also use brand new
technology which isn’t widely
available yet too, such as the new
second generation Pioneer DVJ-1000
DVD turntables which we’ve helped
develop with Pioneer.
AV performance technology has
moved on massively in the last ten
years, from working with kit that
wasn’t designed for performance use
– like old television mixers and laser-

7

discs to editing on giant tapemachine-to-tape-machine edit suites.
Now, a decade later, thankfully we
have powerful laptops and dedicated
equipment for AV performance, like
DVD turntables and visual
synthesizers. The scene has
developed to the point where
manufacturers feel it’s now worth
entering with specific kit for this field.

Silvia Bianchi & Marco Mancuso: Why
do you think it’s important for festivals
like Optronica to happen?
Addictive Tv: Despite the long history
of being on the artistic back burner,
this is definitely a new movement
now – perhaps the first real
movement of the early 21st century –
and hardly anyone in the UK , let alone
the world, is providing a platform for
it. We are now though starting to see
events like this slowly spring up all
over the planet, let’s hope it
continues…!.

www.optronica.co.uk
www.addictive.com
www.cinefeel.org

.
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Cindy Keefer: Visual Musica History
Silvia Bianchi

founders. In a moment of changing
and innovation, the talk of a real
historian of the visual culture such as
Keefer constituted a moment of
recognition on the beginning of this
form of expression that the audiovisual art is and how things, nowadays
considered actuality, are nothing but
old material. This way, she attested an
history and an evolution of an artistic
hybrid movement that, thanks to new
digital technologies, exploded and
tries to become integral part of
culture, art and contemporary
communication.

“Projected light and Colour: Early
Visual Colour Organs and Light
Shows“. This is the title of the talk that
Cindy Keefer from the Centre for
Visual Music of Los Angeles held at
the NTF1 of BFI during last Optronica
Festival day in London .
A long and passionate retrospective
about the first forms of audio-video
expression, from pioneering
experiments on coloured organs of
1700, through the multiple projector
of lights by Fishnger of the middle
20′s, to the legendary light shows of
the 60′s.

.

Cindy Keefer is one of the founders of
the CVM , American centre that
diffuses and preserves the memory of
the Visual Music , that boasts of artists
from the international panorama of
audio-visual animation between its

Silvia Bianchi: How did the CVM born?
Can you tell us its story?
Cindy Keefer: Center for Visual Music
was founded by a group of scholars,
educators, curators and artists to
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preserve and promote Visual Music.
Many of us had been working
together for years through other
organizations and affiliations. Noted
Visual Music historian Dr. William
Moritz was instrumental in our
founding, and donated his research
library to CVM which contains his 35
years of original research and his
library and archives of Visual Music
and related materials. Other founders
included artist Jules Engel, Barbara
Fischinger of the Fischinger Archive
(who is Oskar’s daughter), and the
heads of several major US animation
schools. We were also inspired by a
manifesto written by Oskar Fischinger
in the 1940s, about his desire to orm a
collective of artists and curators
devoted to what was then called
“non-objective cinema” – [today
usually called abstract film]. Many of
these “non-objective” films are those
we still preserve and promote today,
especially those of Fischinger and
Jordan Belson.

ZKM (Light Art from Artificial Light),
Kunsthalle Zurich (Expanded Eye),
Tate Liverpool (Summer of Love) and
other festivals and museum
exhibitions.

.

In Feb. 2007 we co-organized with
Deutsche Filmmuseum (Frankfurt) a
performance of Oskar Fischinger’s real
time Light Play performance
instrument, The Lumigraph. This was
performed by his daughter, Barbara
Fischinger, assisted by Cindy Keefer.
Films/videos from our archives
provided to European venues and
festivals described above include
those by Oskar Fischinger,
JordanBelson, John and James
Whitney, Harry Smith, John Stehura
and a number of 1960s Light Show
films and videos.

Silvia Bianchi: Have you already
collaborated with European realities
or is Optronica your first experience?
Cindy Keefer: CVM has organized two
presentations/screenings
for
International Film Festival Rotterdam
(including a program of “Legendary
Light Shows” of the 1960s); we have
provided films from our archive for
European exhibitions at Centre
Pompidou, Paris (Sons et Lumieres),

CVM also provided the films and
videos for the 2005 US exhibition
“Visual Music” at the Hirshhorn
Museum
and
Museum
of
Contemporary Art, Los Angeles. We
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are currently discussing upcoming
programs of both historical and
contemporary Visual Music from our
archives, with several European
museums and festivals. We plan to
bring more of Oskar Fischinger’s work
to European museums.

filmmakers to video artists, animators,
CG artists, VJs, installation artists,
painters and musicians. It’s suddenly
become popular across so many
disciplines, and today a worldwide
contemporary scene thrives. Perhaps
all of this work being created today
isn’t what has been historically
defined as Visual Music, but it all
serves to help shape, define and
further progress the genre. One of
CVM’s purposes is to provide
educational resources on the history
of Visual Music, through our online
library, our research center in Los
Angeles, and through the preservation
and promotion of historical films, as
well as contemporary work. Please
visit CVM’s online library for a
selection of resources about Visual
Music.

.

Silvia Bianchi: Which is the role of
Visual Music nowadays?
Cindy Keefer: Visual Music today is a
rapidly-expanding genre. Today we
find artists in diverse fields creating
what they all describe as “Visual
Music”  from experimental

http://centerforvisualmusic.org
http://centerforvisualmusic.org/Libra
ry.html
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Quayola: Visual Delicatessen
Bertram Niessen

electronic
audiovisual
experimentation, yet constantly
collaborating with internationally
well-known English musicians and
video artists (such as D-Fuse, Uva,
Flat-e, Addictive Tv, Lovebytes and
OneDotZero ). Davide’s work has
always been impressive for its graphic
and video formal rigour, for the urban
visionary attitude which characterizes
all his works, from Bitscapes and
Cityscan of Hfr-Lab times till the
recent Architectural Density and Path
to Abstraction as Quayola. Their
coherence can never become
dullness; on the contrary it seems to
buil up a bridge even towards those
who are not particularly familiar with
the ultra-experimentation of new
media.

Davide Quagliola is among that group
of sensible Italians who left their
native shores to move to less sunny
yet more hospitable places. Having
moved from Rome to London, his
work had been long associated with
that of HFR Lab (a visual
experimentation duo together with
Chiara Horn), a project of sound and
video, graphic and music on the
border between installations and live
performances which, also thanks to
the good choice of moving to London,
succeeded in creating a considerable
professional connection net which
probably would have been impossible
to have living in Italy.

Observing his works, just even on his
web site, can be enough to
understand how original and
interesting his ideas are about the
relations between shape and townplanning, colour and sound. Ah, just to
give a hint, I think we should dedicate
a special on brain drain from Italy to
other countries… Which is neither a
minor issue nor cheap rhetoric and
the loss of artists such as Quayola is
solid evidence.

Lately Davide has continued his
artistic work by himself using the
name of Quayola , always attentive to
what happens in Italy and connected
to the growing artistic movement of
12

personal and not created by a
software. This is to underline the
substantial difference between
human being’s interpretation of music
(according to sound associations) and
computer’s (according to frequency
bands). The final videos are actually a
combination of the two methods of
sound representation.
Bertram Niessen: How important is
the role of technologies in what you
do? Are they bounds? Are they
structures? Are they just a “chance”?

.

Bertram Niessen: What’s the relation
between sound and video in your
works, I mean, how is the
synaesthesia structured from the
point of view of kinetic and chromatic
relationships?

Quayola: Technology is undoubtedly
very important in my work, not only
for the actual creation of the product,
but also for the abstract development
of the projects themselves. In my
work the borderline between the idea
and its accomplishment is very thin
and sometimes does not exist. With
my work I explore different research
fields, from video to graphic design,
from performances to installations
and in each of them I cannot imagine
something which is not connected to
technology; thus I believe my use of
computers as creative means is not a

Quayola: In my work sound plays a
different role according to the project.
I’m currently developing a project
called ” Path to Abstraction “. That is
an investigation on relations between
sound and image inspired by pure
sound representation: the waveform.
Video creation is divided into two
main parts: the first is the analytical
representation of a certain sound
track through an oscilloscope digital
simulator. During the second part I
re-interpret that waveform with
shapes and colours which I’ve drawn
and animated. The result of that
process are videos which are similar
to a waveform but interpret the sound
in a very personal way. The criterion
according to which visual and sound
elements are associated is totally

precise choice, rather a natural
direction due to the times we live in.
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the fuction of a precise waveform. In
live performances I associate these
waveforms to music by using a
software which adjusts bpms.

.

Bertram Niessen: How important
liveness is in your work and how do
you organize it? And is the way your
performance is organized binding or
can you adjust your shows?

Path to Abstraction is a flexible
project which can take different
shapes,
as
far
as
screenings,installations and live shows
are concerned. It includes multiscreens facing different directions and
LED panels with different sizes. For
example, I’m preparing a set up for my
show at Mapping Festival in Geneva :
it’s a multiple output using some
screens to represent “pure”
waveforms and some others to
represent the “elaborated” ones.

Quayola: The performing component
can be found only in the projects
conceived as such. As I said before I’m
developing a project called Path to
Abstraction which, among its different
outputs, includes the live video
performance. The live component of
this project has been structured from
the beginning, each video loop has
been created on a musical pattern
according to a precise bpm and it has

14

fundamental in my work. Many of the
works I’m carrying on with haven’t a
precise beginning and end, rather
they can be seen as projects exploring
a particular process. It is thus very
important to draw clear borderlines
within which to experiment/research
as for example in PTA, where those
borders are clearly drawn , both on a
visual/compositive level and on a
conceptual/structural one.

.

Bertram Niessen: How important is
the project in your work? How do you
conceive and organize it?

www.quayola.com

Quayola: The idea of project is

www.hfr-lab.com
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Deaf 2007: Interact Or Die
Sara Tirelli

Those kind of interactions can last
longer and can more easily adjust
themselves when compared to
classical interaction models: the point
is that current issues about economic
ecological and social balances  from
global warming to migrating flows,
from cross-cultural dynamics to
globalization processes  cannot be
solved using predetermined models
of deductive thinking or linear
causality. New cognitive fluid
interaction models would allow to
manage circular cause-effect
relationships by discussing what was
previously assumed to be true and
thus showing different solutions.

The most important axiom of Palo
Alto’s school says “You cannot but
communicate”.
Thus,
when
communication is mediated by new
media or technology, you might not
but interact, unless you want to risk
your skin.
Interact or Die is the warning of the
ninth edition of Dutch Electronic Art
Festival (DEAF), the international art
and new media biennial organized by
V2_Institute of Unstable Media which
will take place in Rotterdam from 10th
till 29 th April. By emphazising the
unavoidable process of interaction,
conditio sine qua non of human
behaviour, new flexible interactive
models are proposed and analyzed,
with their characteristics that cannot
be strictly defined, but on the
contrary follow ever-changing rules of
relation.

.

DEAF07‘s aim is to show us how those
models can be applied differently, in
the arts as well as in social scientific
and cognitive areas through a
16

concentrated programme in which
artists, researchers and scientists will
discuss about those subjects
together. The discussions will span
from technological research in the
arts to the planning and managing of
social networks, from power
relationships and social influences to
the self-organization of technological
systems and cultural diversification as
secondary counter-effects to the
globalizing
push
towards
standardization.

artistic community, among whom
artists, teachers, curators and
specialized journalists, who will
explain their point of view about the
relation between Europe and China,
thus
trying
to
make
the
communication and exchange about
art and media world easier. The
initiative is supported by the Chinese
Foreign Minister.

The exhibition part will be open by a
perfomance by Code 31, an open
studio working on the borderline
between art and technology research,
and will present multimedia works
and interactive installations by many
international artists such as Graham
Smith, Marnix De Nijs, Zhou Hong
Xiang and Workspace Unlimited, thus
showing a wide range of examples of
the contemporary international new
media scene.

.

We would like to remember, among
the others, a series of meetings called
Snack and Surge which have been
organized as brunches during which
complex topics such as the concept of
open-mindedness,
metropolitan
turism, city brands, media war and
social activism in art will be discussed
while enjoying nice food.

Among the great many initiatives
within the festival  including several
seminars and workshops and a
symposium among experts 
outstanding are those relating to the
four-year cooperation with the most
important Chinese curators and artists
which would be supposed to
culminate in the first media art
biennial in Beijing in 2008. This year in
Rotterdam there will be about twenty
people representing the Chinese

Besides, as far as cultural
entertainment is concerned, five
evenings dedicated to five different
subjects have been organized. The
programming of the Evenings of , by
international curators, will present the
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Long March of contemporary Chinese
art (Lu Jie versus Henk Oosterling), a
club night on the concept of play by
the Ludic Society, the BlackBenzRace
evening (the black Mercedes car as
Albanian immigrants’ status symbol)
by Knowbotics Research, Paul Koek’s
performance dedicated to Dutch poet
and composer Dick Raaijmakers, and,
last but not least, the party
celebrating the 25 th V2′s anniversary
with performances by Ryoji Ikeda,
Edwin van der Heide, Mouse on Mars,
Staalplaat Soundsystem, Maurice
Benayoun, Jean-Baptiste Barriere and
SSS trio.

.

We had the opportunity to interview
Alex Adriaansen, DEAF’s artistic
director as well as director and fouder
of V2, one of the most important
historical figures both in Europe and
around the world as far as new media
are concerned, one of those who saw
the birth, development and explosion
of these phenomena at social, artistic
and communication level.
Marco Mancuso: Alex, since your long
experience in this field, I would like to
know what you think about
technology impact on every-day life,
on
creation,
production,
communication and on the market.

Don’t miss the two music shows by
STEIM and Today’s art, during which
guests
such
as
DJ
Sniff,
Rechenzentrum and Atau Tanaka will
play alternately and which promise a
“true Detroit experience” for the
concluding night. If you can’t go there
personally, don’t feel desperate,
because the whole festival will be
available live streaming on its web site
with the addition of an irc channel to
say your opinion too. So, sit back,
watch and interact!.

Alex Adriaansen: Today, young people
in particular look at the world and
interact through new media, the
Internet, mobile phones, mobile
platforms, thus creating the hyperconnected reality we live in. For those
who are very young it is often not very
clear how media work, since they
cannot learn that at school yet. So, if
media create the reality we live in, we
have to be able to transform them, to
play and interact with them, in order
to give a way of working and
understanding. In V2 different levels
of working with media are available,
giving the opportunity to research and
plan, creating a such a wide
knowledge that even big companies
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use technologies developed by us,
with an open source base in which
softwares are available to other
groups, who are thus able to
implement them too.

Marco Mancuso: As far as museums
and cultural institutions and centres
are concerned, why is V2 important
for them and why are they important
for an organization like V2?

In V2 we develop big plans for large
private companies, but at the same
time we develop specific knowledge
thanks to our cooperation with artists
and other cultural organizations,
universities
and
research
programmes. As V2 and DEAF we
have been following for years a
number of projects relating to the
spread of the broad band: In Holland
many people use it and that is why
events such as DEAF have to provide
speedy downloads, event streaming,
presentations, music and videos. All
that without forgetting the possibility
for the audience to interact asking
questions and receiving answers. For
us files are very important since all our
contents are organized in big files of
metadata search: our files can be
shared through our web site.

Alex Adriaansen: Theatres and
museum are aware that technologies
and media made a change in people’s
habits, in their relations and tastes,
especially among the youngest
people. So they realized they
necessarily have to get acquainted
with those changes. Both museum
and theatres and institutions are
wondering how they can innovate
through new media.
We followed a very interesting project
in San Peter Square in Rotterdam,
where we set up a 90 metre wall
where artists projected images of
people coming from different parts of
the world and when real people
walked by, the shadows of their
images were projected on the wall too
so that they can interact with what
had already been projected.
Marco Mancuso: Many private
companies cooperate with V2 and
DEAF: what’s your experience in this
sense?
Alex Adriaansen: We have to keep
the two aspects separate: one is
sponsorship while the other is a more
complex form of partnership. The first
can be obtained by activating a client

.
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for a certain event, though it’s not
easy, both because relations with the
companies are delicate and because
it’s not easy to get it from smaller
companies which have smaller
budgets. Today companies from
Germany, Austria and England
sponsor festivals such as DEAF. But
our main interest lies in the second
aspect, which is to share the research
departments with our clients. That
works a lot. Private companies are
used to working on products without
thinking about their final use, their
effective potential and the possible
contents that a certain object could
possess. V2 offers a huge content
database which is available for
universities and institutes as well.

.

Marco Mancuso: Who develops the
ideas of these projects?
Alex Adriaansen: We meet every two
months, put both ideas and the artists
who collaborate with us on a table
and, according to various parametres,
we create a specific content. During
DEAF festival in November people can
see the projects physically, that’s why
the festival is very important for the
wide range of contacts that can be
created and the possibility for us all to
be seen.

www.v2.nl
www.deaf07.nl/
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Cardiff-miller, Suggestive Power Of Sound
Barbara Sansone

with no actors, or better, these latter
are let to be imagined by the public
while standing in front of sets. The
imagination is also helped by objects
and lights moving and among all by
more or less whispered sounds, sent
in the air by pc or other technical
electronics. Everything takes place in
suggestive settings on the visual point
of view, so good in planning to give
birth to multiple stratification in
dimensions, messages, sensations and
parts.

From 2 nd February to 1 st May 2007
in Barcelona Contemporary Museum
MACBA (Museu d’Art Contemporani
de Barcelona) you can visit the show
The Killing Machine i altres histories .
Co-producers of the exhibition are the
museum
and
the
Institut
Mathildenhöhe in Darmstadt (
Germany ). The show will also take
place in the Miami Art Central
Museum .

Visitors, taking an active part in the
exhibition, experience something
puzzling and come back home feeling
to have passed through a spacetemporal nowhere but, at the same
time, they believe to have lived
something great and a sensation
opposite to loneliness. They are
obviously surrounded by other
visitors, as by the artists in person and
by other people they didn’t see but
clearly perceived.

We are speaking of a piece of
experience having a great impact on
visitors offered by two artists, Cardiff
and George Bures Miller . They are
now living in Berlin after having
studied and established in Canada as
notable electro-acoustical sculptors.
Hard to describe for its sensory nature
in works, this exhibition is
characterised by a special main
character, the sound. Works are plays
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and divided in groups of five. Each
one of them are persons and the
visitor is soon persuaded. They start
talking to each other, testing the
instruments and then singing an
adaptation of Thomas Tallis’ opera
Spem in Alium (circa1570), a piece
thought for a similar place and for
eight groups of five voices (bass,
baritone, treble, tenor and soprano).

.

This sensation can be clearly felt in
the work The Paradise Institute
expressly made in 2001 for the
Canadian stand in the Venice biennial
exhibition. You sit down in a gallery of
a midget theatre. While lights are
turned off to start the representation,
the public sees the theatre becoming
incredibly true and has his space
perception mixed up. The tiny stalls
beneath seem indeed plainly far away,
as the screen gives the impression to
have become the big screen. The
showing of a disturbing, misleading
film starts and settings become more
suggestive when you put on
headphones. In fact they spread
sounds as the visitors were in cinema:
the typical Italian who has not turned
his mobile off, people coming late,
some coughs of the nearby spectator,
a woman who is incessantly
whispering and chewing pop-corn,
worried because she left her heater
on. You get to a point in which you
don’t know anymore what belongs to
the movie, what is happening in the
gallery and what comes from these
perceived people.

.

An other interesting work is
Imbalance .6 (Jump) created by da
George Bures in 1998 and included in
his series Simple Experiments in
Aerodynamics . It deals with a
television hung at a little distance
from floor by two cables,
broadcasting a video with the artist’s
feet. The main character is jumping,
bending the floor and the television
repeats his movement as it contained
a real person, with a real weight, his
real skills in working with materials
and in interacting with physical forces.

And the suggestive power of sound,
handled by these two artists, is
especially evident also in The Forty
Part Motet , outstanding work of art
placed in the charming Chapel of the
MACBA . Here the visitor can stand
amongst 40 loudspeakers set in circle

In the work Telephone/Time of 2004
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you are asked to lift a handset up. You
will eavesdrop a conversation
between the artist and a scientist. You
will ineluctably feel guilty as voyeur,
but it’s worth: the discussed subject is
extremely interesting and concerns
each of us. They are indeed speaking
about perception of time and
subjective concept of time. Both are
taken as pieces of evidence for
multidimensionality.

become voyeur and you will surrender
to temptation. But as soon as you
come near objects, sensors registers
our presence and let you hear
footsteps,
pouring
water,
conversations. The room is teeming of
people and it seems you are in the
past when that place showed signs of
life. You hear stories suggesting other
sights and suddenly everything is in
movement.
You are conducted in a house
characterised by presences/absences
also in Opera for a small room , 2005.
Through windows and holes the
visitor spies a room full of records, old
radios, baggage, loudspeakers and
record-players. A voice following you
from loudspeakers tells you a story
while orchestrating record-players
and lights. Outside the room
environment sounds distributed in
space are spreading in the room and
come into the story: a storm interferes
with lights, the passing of a train
makes the chandelier swinging. The
narration is on growth and music is
more and more modern till everything
merges: music goes out the room,
lights move like in a real
choreography. Final clashed of the
usual adventure fellows not seen, but
heard breathing and perceived during
the show.

.

The Dark Pool, 1995, is a further work
of disturbing beauty. You come into a
dark room, lit only by a bare and soft
bulbs hung from the ceiling. On table
and on other pieces of furniture there
are books, exercise-books, cloths,
used tea bags and objects of all sorts.
They are traces of a human life which
seems belonging to a distant past,
already dead: the mattress is without
sheets, everything appears old and
abandoned. You are again invited to
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button. The entrance corridor is
covered by a material, used also to
soundproof all showrooms. In this
case it seems part of the installation
as it enhances the sensation of
descent into a horror underground
floor where you will find terrible
torture chambers.
Atom Egoyan, after coming across
Janet Cardiff’s Whispering Room ,
wrote “I had the sensation to be in the
midst of a movie at the planning
stage, still in the author’s mind.” These
are characters of cinema in progress,
of connivance towards the impressive
installation concreteness and the
absolutely internalised way of living it.
Indeed these features make visitors
experience the work of the two artists
as original and unmissable.

.

The title of the exhibition, The Killing
Machine , takes its name from an
installation, realized that same year,
and showned the public for the first
time in the same occasion. Two
mechanical arms are examining and
torturing a body, as usual invisible,
bent to a pelt- covered dentist chair.
All around there are voices, sounds,
live percussion orchestrated by pc,
mirrors, tricks of light, television
switched on all in a sudden and just
broadcasting snow. These are the
“pieces of furniture” provided for this
unbarred cage. It’s the visitor that
activates the process and then, sadist
and still, keeps looking at, as he was
the operation director, seated at the

www.bombmagazine.com/cardiff/car
diff.html
www.macba.es
www.mathildenhoehe.info/
www.miamiartcentral.org/

table where he pressed the starting
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Sonar 2007, Smiling To The Future
Marco Mancuso

faithful to its imprinting of “advanced
music” exhibition, it is now a boiling
melting pot of realities linked to the
new media in a bigger sense. The
collaboration and media partnership
of this year with Digicult could maybe
be the most indicative data of my
reasoning.
Faithful to its original plan of
communication, a little bit pop and a
little bit anarchy, a little bit ironic and
a little bit kitsch, Sonar is even this
year in the hands of an iconic
imaginary that differentiate from
everything. The painting images, retro
and expressionist, about the History
of Surgery, signed by the
photographer Lejaren A. Hiller,
invaded and gashed by the presence
of a out-of-context Smiley of acid
memory, are able to describe the
actual situation of “uselessness of
return, both to the past and toward
the future, to leave the public with
more questions than answers”.

The Woodstock of the electro
contemporary music is back to lighten
the most cosmopolitan city of the
entire Europe : Sonar and Barcelona ,
an indissoluble relationship, almost
symbiotic, between a worldwide
event and its city.
Sonar is talked every year as good
and bad show, but every year the
kermes is on, comfortably the same as
the past and differently chaotic in its
proceeding, always attentive and
focalized not only on the music and
sound but also on the entire world of
multimedia art, technologies and
communication.
Far from the intellectual arrogance of
many new media art international
festivals, near to the socio-cultural
perception that young and not have
of the changes, even if it remains
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installations, multimedia and
communication. It is hard to tidy up, it
is stimulating trying not to let yourself
panic and trying to orientate in the
Sonar universe. It is attractive to let
yourself following the emotions of the
moment.

.

Sonar Official Press
Even the 2007 Sonar edition has its
unchallenged star. But maybe this
year the stars in the sky of Barcelona
from 14th to 16th June will be actually
two. From one side the unquestioned
kings of the white rap, one of the
group that are not disputable,
because of their precision and the
quality of their product in fifteen year
of honoured career, the Beastie Boys .
From the other side the Devo , and
those who doesn’t know them, please
take a look at the history. Pioneers of
the convergence between post-punk,
pop-rock and electro music, a hinge
group of almost all the musical
movement of the last twenty years,
they’re far from the scene from fifteen
years on. Nothing to add, only the
presence there is important. The
Beastie Boys are maybe the real
protagonists, because of the double
concert they will propose as
performers of the starting Gala of the
Sonar, on Tuesday night. The Brooklyn
guys unplugged are unknown and the

.

It is high the anticipation for the
return of the dubstep music, one of
the most original trademark of the UK
during the last ten years. The English
colony is coming down in Barcelona
with Mary Anne Hobbs, Kode 9 & The
Spaceape, Various Production,
Skream and Oris Jay , for an
international consecration that will be
a good turning point for a media
return of this musical genre, straddle
to dub, techno and garage.

curiosity is growing, even because of
the techno accompaniment of the
minimal-techno project Narod Niki .

It is equally interesting the contrast
proposed between artists such as
Digitalism, Radioslave, Altern8 and
Fangoria , related to the rave scene
and fascinated by concerts for piano
and electro music such as the one

Around this neuralgic event, Sonar
2007 is announced as the same
melting pot of known proposals and
new projects, showcase and
meetings,
projections
and
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proposed by the neo Barcelonan
Murcof with the musician Tristano and
the live by Alexander’s Annexe with
Mira Calix .

(FR), Station 55 (ES) BBC Radio 1 (UK),
Ed Banger (FR), Hot as HEL (FI) and
Beijing Waves (CN) . And for those
that interpretate the Sonar only as a
big rave, here’s the not to be missed
masterpiece of Sonar by Night: Jeff
Mills, Dave Clarke, Timo Maas and
Miss Kittin , faithful to the cause,
ready not to save anyone.

As praxis of the international festivals
and trend of the last few years for
Sonar, the attention is also focused on
the far east. The novel is about China
and not only Japan . In fact, when the
return of Cornelius and the presence
of the Japanese Kazumasa Hashimoto
and Juanji Kubo is appreciated, a
strong consideration is toward the
Chinese White, 718 and mostly FM3
with their Buddha Machines plenty of
experimental ambient sequences
made by artists such as Aki Onda,
Thomas Fehlman, Blixia Bargeld,
SunO))) and Adrian Sherwood .

But as you know, Sonar is no more
only music, but also multimedia. In
fact the equilibrium is getting more
and more attentive and refined. The
SonarMatica section is dedicated to
the installations and the new media
projects. Sonarama is dedicated to
the experimental integrations of
audio-visual. SonarExtra manages the
most
avant-garde
section.
SonarCinema handle the projections.
And then conferences and debates
foresee
a
kermes
almost
unmanageable in three days.

.

Japan will be protagonist of the usual
showcase inside the festival. The label
Noble will be in fact pacesetter of a
section enriched by the presentations
offered by Innervisions (DE), Lo
Recordings (UK), On and On Records

.

SonarMatica decided this year to
focalize on something different from
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the new concept of contemporary
territory developed during last three
edition (micro-nations in 2004,
settings of the 21 st century in 2005
and the mobile project of 2006), that
is in a certain manner more
immediate: the magic world. An
exhibition dedicated to the Third Law
of Arthur Clarke (writer of 2001: a
space odyssey) and his statement ”
Any sufficiently advanced technology
is indistinguishable from magic ” .
Masaka Fujihata, Paul de Marinis,
Julián Maire, Takeshi Ishiguro, Golan
Levin and Zachary Lieberman will give
magic instants with their installations
and their works, combining their
projects to turn SonarMatica 2007 in a
magic moment for experts and not.

.

Last but not least, SonarExtra is on
from the 25 th April at the Scince
Museum of the Cosmo Caixa of
Barcelona. It will propose the
exhibition “Physics and Music.
Vibrations for the soul”, moment of
scientific and technical approach to
the art of music and sound. The
spectators will have the possibility to
experiment how the basic properties
of music such as tones, timbres,
intensities, harmonies and rhythms
propagate in the sensorial organs of
our bodies, through a series of
instruments, sound sculptures and
installations of the French brothers
François and Bernard Baschet .

Similarly the Sonarama will give to the
public into the Centre d’Art Santa
Monica near the harbour exhibitions,
lives, meetings and immersive paths
between music and images. The
space of the sound, the immersive
audiovisual sinestesia.

Italians? No footprint, no one, nothing,
niet, nada. Always the same old song,
but this is another story .

www.sonar.es
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…Critical Art Ensemble…
Annamaria Monteverdi

underlines the idea that an alternative
tecno-culture can be created by an
organized movement ( tactical media
movement ) and by a real process of
socialization of technological
knowledge and “interventionism” (a
word which the collective prefers to
“commitment”), of “digital resistence”.
But what does CAE mean by
recombinant
theatre
?
A
technoactivist theatre which
combines the characteristics of
guerrilla theatre and of social theatre

Recombinant Theatre is the definition
the US collective Critical Art Ensemble
gave to his performing work .
Founded in 1987 in Talahasse , Florida ,
by Hope and Steve Kurtz, Steve
Barnes, Dorian Burr, Beverly Schlee ,
with the long-lasting cooperation of
Beatriz da Costa , the Critical Art
Ensamble defines itself as a collective
of artists who explore the relations
between art, technology, radical
political activism and critical theory.

to the most updated technologies of
information transmission and
electronic sabotage, net strike and
virtual sit in. Their latest performances
deals with biotechnologies and for
that reason they set up real movable
laboratories to question the ways
current biology carries out its
researches and the excesses of
recombinant human, vegetable and
animal DNA experimentation.

CAE ‘s actions and installations are
linked to tactical media, with
plagiarizing, boycotting and the
creative and subversive reappropriation of communication
media ; recombinant is an adjective
loved by the generation of media
activists . Their texts, among which
Electronic Civil Disobedience (with its
famous motto Cyber rights now!)

They denounce the economic
speculations of pharmaceutical
multinational companies and big food
distribution chains. With this form of
“science-theatre” the audience can
listen to scientific conferences and
witness real tests on in vitro
fertilization and genetically modified
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organisms. Those are the topics of the
book Molecular Invasion, pubished in
copyleft by Autonomedia, which can
be downloaded free (recently
translated and published in Italy too).

1949 when a group of trained soldiers
let in the air a bacterium Serratia
marcescens to contaminate
completely
the
surrounding
environment. Same simulation for
Marching plague , repeating the
British experiments to test the plague
as bacteriological weapon in the Isle
of Lewis in 1952-1953.
In GenTerra Critical Art Ensemble
stimulates the audience to create new
forms of genetically modified bacteria
“e-coli”, which are absolutely harmless
and can be set free in the air or be
brought home. The aim is to
“demystify the whole genetic
engineering procedure, to make the
weight of the fear for transgenic
science lighter and to draw the
attention back to the political
implications of research.

.

In Free Range Grains an open lab is set
up to verify if some food products
distributed by supermarkets and
brought by the audience to the
performance contain GMOs. Because
“scientific process has never been
shown in public, just its miracle
products. We want to bring routine
scientific process to the public so that
people can watch and touch.”
Cae has recently given its attention to
the devastating effects of
bacteriological experiments carried
out in war programmes by Great
Britain and the USA . In Germs of
Deception (2005) CAE reproduces (in
ways which are not harmful both for
the environment and the audience)
the conditions of a bacteriological
experiment carried out by the USA in

.

Because of a research on non-toxic
bacteria culture which had been
found in his home after his young
wife’s Hope death for heart attack,
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Steve Kurtz was accused of
bioterrorism first and of mail fraud.
The well-known instance has been
explained in this interview by the
collective: because of the federal
measure against terrorism (the
notorious Patriot Act promoted after
11 th September 2001 which forbids
the possession of “any kind of
biological agent or toxin in a quantity
which is not justified by preventive or
protective research or for other
peaceful objectives”) Kurtz now risks
20 years in jail. The international
artistic community has now mobilized
and a web site has been set up where
one can join the international
solidarity campaign.

The “media” part of the term refers to
the fact that CAE does not work in a
medium specific manner. We will use
whatever medium or combination of
media that will best communicate in a
given situation. This is one reason why
we work collectively, so that we will
have numerous skill-sets to draw
upon for our projects. CAE always
worked this way even before we had a
term to describe it. We use the
method because it appears to us as
the most democratic means of
producing culture.

Anna Maria Monteverdi: Critical Art
Ensemble members call themselves
tactical media practitioners. Can you
explain what you mean by that term,
and how you began using this model
of cultural production?
.

Critical Art Ensemble: Tactical media
is a term that originated in Holland in
the mid-90s. The “tactical” part of the
term is partly derived from de

Anna Maria Monteverdi: Much of your
early work and number of your books
address electronic or digital
resistance. Net strikes, online and
virtual activism are new forms of
communications and performitivity.
What is the philosophy behind your
performances, and what are the goals
of such actions?

Certeau’s theories of every day life.
Tactical media is anti-monumental,
deterritorialized, and self-terminating.
It does not attempt to colonize sites
of meaning. It is ephemeral, rapidly
emerging to create riots of semeosis
and ideological subversions, and then
melting away just as quickly.

Critical Art Ensemble: One common
thread in CAE’s work has been to
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show how the tools of oppression can
be used for liberation. In the late 80s
through the mid90s we were very
interested in demonstrating how new
information and communication
technologies could be appropriated
by resistant culture and used in ways
for which they were never designed
or intended. Currently, we are trying
to show how the life sciences can be
used for resistant purpose. This task is
far more difficult as the level of
alienation of people from these tools
of production is much higher. People
tend to be more skeptical and fearful
of biotechnology, because unlike a
computer, they are not very likely to
interact with these technologies. At
the same time, they see how much
damage some of this technology is
doing to the environment and to the
social sphere. Many of our recent
writings and projects have been
designed to lower this level of
alienation, and give people
knowledge about and experience with
the technology. We cannot let these
powerful tools become the sole
property of militaries and
corporations.

technosphere, but there are a some
with which we share some cultural
DNA and that were influential on our
way of thinking such as the San
Francisco Diggers, Augusto Boal and
Theater of the Oppressed, elements
of the Living Theater, and some of the
performance that emerged out of the
Feminist Art Movement in the 70s. In
general, the Diggers, the Situationists,
and Provos were of great influence on
us because they were among the first
to realize that cultural action had
causal value, and that no resistant (or
they thought revolutionary) political
movement could succeed without a
cultural parallel. Certainly one of the
historical high points of this type of
modeling was in Italy in the late 70s,
and hopefully we are at point where
such a model can fully bloom for a
global movement against neoliberal
culture and economy.

Anna Maria Monteverdi: Are there
previous theatrical and aesthetic
models that influence the collective?
.

Critical Art Ensemble: There are no
early models that are exactly like us
because we have had to adapt to a
very different newly emerging

Anna Maria Monteverdi: Your latest
works are real examples of Science
Theater (such as GenTerra or Free
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Range Grains) as well as your
performances linked to contestational
biology. The socio-political debate
about genetic manipulation is
maturing. But how can performance
show specific aspects of the scientific
research? Could you give some
example from your work?

labs are supposedly designed to raise
consciousness about the social
problems regarding the environment,
transgenics, reproductive technology
and biological warfare. What do you
hope people will come away with
when they see one of your projects?
Critical Art Ensemble: We hope for a
few things: First, that the technology
will be demystified; second, that a
participant will have a more reasoned
(rather than emotive) relationship to
critical social issues regarding
biotechnology; third, that through
participatory experience, they will see
the stake they have in a given issue
both individually and socially; and
finally, the experience will encourage
them to become politically active in
regard to given issue.

Critical Art Ensemble: That is the
beauty of quality web design. You can
have a tremendous amount of
information put into a digestible,
entertaining package. The trick is to
get participants to want to look at it.
That means we have to convince
them quickly they have a stake in the
issue we are presenting. In projects
like Free Range Grains or Molecular
Invasion we can bring people into a
larger discussion fairly easily because
it has to do with food, and everyone
has to eat. With a project like
GenTerra, in which CAE is trying to
discuss methods of risk assessment of
genetically modified organisms the
problem is more difficult. Here we had
to create a minor “threat” by asking
people to release genetically modified
bacteria that we had engineered. The
bacteria is completely harmless to the
environment and to living things, but
it sounds very frightening. People
became very interested in risk
assessment when they were faced
with the decision of whether or not to
release the bacteria.

.

Anna Maria Monteverdi: What is the
reaction of the public when you ask
members to perform as “biologists” or
as “human testers?” Do you use
particular strategies of participation

Anna Maria Monteverdi: CAE’s mobile
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for these actions?

associated with them. We just call
attention to all the elements in various
proportions that make up these
mixtures, rather than ignoring some
categories and favoring others.

Critical Art Ensemble: Most people
don’t hesitate at all. The strategy is to
perform in places where people go
expecting to participate in an event. It
can be a Natural History museum, a
farmer’s market, or a local bar, just as
long as people go to the place to do
something and not just watch
something.
Anna Maria Monteverdi: Do new
developments in the life sciences
offer positive potential or pose
greater threats? And also, how do you
combine artistic, political, and
scientific gestures in a performance?

.

Anna Maria Monteverdi: You usually
do your performances in museums or
at festivals with themes involving the
life sciences or digital media. Have
you also been invited to theatre
festivals? Do you think traditional
theater is a retrograde form because it
resists any hybridizing with
technology?

Critical Art Ensemble: Development in
the life sciences cannot be stopped,
but it can be guided. Whether a
product or process is a threat or a
blessing has to be examined on a
case-by-case basis. There is no
general position. The main problem is
usually not knowledge or its product,
but the way it is used within the
current political-economy. Given the
predatory nature of capitalism, almost
anything can be a threat. The system
is what needs to be changed, not the
science.

Critical Art Ensemble: We have been
invited to theater festivals and
conferences. Not many, but it has
happened. At the events we have
been at the presentations tend to be
rather normalized, but I have found
that event producers are willing to
present just about anything we want
once we have been invited. The
theaters tend to have some of the
best technology available for

ybridization is an easy process since it
is the permanent state of becoming
that we are all a part of. All objects
and processes have elements of
science, politics and art in or
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performance, it just that they don’t
typically use it for radical ends and
experiments. Theater in general is by
no means technophobic.

investigated for “bioterrorism”.
Meanwhile, agents from numerous
federal law enforcement agencies
descended on Steve’s home in
Hazmat suits. Cordoning off half a
block around his home, they seized
his cat, car, computers, manuscripts,
books, equipment, and even his wife’s
body from the county coroner.

Anna Maria Monteverdi: You have
been accused of being a “bioterrorist”.
Could you say something about that
tragic event?
Critical Art Ensemble: Steve’s ordeal
was one of many tragedies suffered
as a result of the policies of the
neoconservatives and the burgeoning
US security state post-911, including
the policy of “preventive justice” at
the Department of Justice. On May 11,
2004, Steve’s wife of 20 years and
CAE member, Hope, died of heart
failure in their home in Buffalo. Steve
called 911. Buffalo Police who
responded along with emergency
workers became alarmed by the
presence of art materials in their
home that had been displayed in
museums and galleries throughout
Europe and North America. Convinced
that these materials -which consisted
of several petri dishes containing
harmless forms of bacteria, and

.

A week later, only after the
Commissioner of Public Health for
New York State had tested samples
from the home and announced there
was no public safety threat, was he
allowed to return to his home and to
recover Hope’s body. Today he and
long-time CAE collaborater Robert
Ferrell (former Chair of the
Department of Genetics at the
University of Pittsburgh Graduate
School of Public Health) face
trumped-up charges of “mail fraud”
and “wire fraud”  which, thanks to the
USA PATRIOT Act, now carry a
possible 20 year sentence  the same
as the original “bioterrorism” charges

scientific equipment for testing
genetically altered food -were the
work of a terrorist, the police called
the FBI. The next day, as Steve was on
his way to the funeral home, he was
stopped and illegally detained for 22
hours by agents from the FBI and
Joint Terrorism Task Force, who
informed him he was being
36

would have.

.

Anna Maria Monteverdi: What are
other groups are working in a similar
way to you in the USA and in Europe?

The case threatens to set very
dangerous precedent by eroding the
boundary between civil and criminal
law and by criminalizing those who
criticize government policy. If the
Justice Department wins this case, it
will double the federal government’s
power overnight. The case has already
led to dispossession of the public’s
fundamental right to scientific
knowledge. Because of this case,
many of the manufacturers that
formerly supplied amateurs and
science hobbyists no longer will for
fear of litigation. The case therefore
threatens to end independent
research and seriously damage the
public’s ability to critique corporations
and the military, which will exercise
even more exclusive control of
scientific knowledge. (For more
information about the case, as well as
how you can help, please go to
www.caedefensefund.org .

Critical Art Ensemble: There aren’t
many groups working in sciencetheater that we know of. subRosa is
one of the few. However, there are
many groups working in tactical
media world-wide-Institute for
Applied Autonomy, The Yes Men,
Carbon Defense League, Finishing
School, Temporary Services,
Preemptive Media Collective, My
Dad’s Strip Club, Space Hijackers,
Conglomco.org, irational.org, Bureau
of Inverse technology, and on and on.
Anna Maria Monteverdi: Have you
come to Italy to introduce your work,
and have you received any invitations
for the future?
Critical Art Ensemble: We are written
about in Italian magazines, journals
and other publications, and most of
our books have been translated into
Italian, but, unfortunately, CAE has
never been asked to do a project in
Italy.

www.critical-art.net
www.ecn.org/thingnet/reviews/cae_
int.html
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G.r.l. And Techno Street Art
Monica Ponzini

monument not covered by paint but
by coloured magnetized LEDs. These
are some of urban “non-aligned”
communication acts realized by
Graffiti Research Lab (G.R.L.) , a think
tank focussing its efforts in the
integration of open source
technologies and metropolitan
activism of writers and artists.

New York streets, as every
metropolitan city, become more and
more seat of word wars. On one hand
you read the official messages from
ads, on the other hand a whole range
of artistic works reminding the
passers-by that spaces are not and
must not belong exclusively to preapproved and uniform codes.
.

From graffiti to installations, street art
calls for freedom in expression in
public spaces. It operates with
developing techniques strictly related
to new technologies. And they are not
always welcomed by the state
authorities.

This is a constant criticism to society’s
falsities and double soul of a system
on one hand condemning graffitis and
any communicative expressions in
public spaces, on the other promoting
and economically sustained by a
constant bombing of ads messages.
The criticism is the basis for G.R.L. ‘s
projects substituting or enriching the
so called “classical” graffitis with light
devices such as LEDs or projectors.
The research in tactics and solutions

So an evening, raising your eyes, you
could be not in front of a spray
decorated wall but in front of a whole
front building, invaded by light
wrights “shot” by a projector Or a
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widening the graffitis world is realised
thanks to a wide network comprising
single creative works to spaces,
Eyebeam , a centre for digital
experiments and new technologies.

.

This is a kind of activism often
hindered by state power and
considered as a violent action. At the
end of January in Boston a marketing
guerrilla action realized with LEDscovered panels and present in many
parts of the city was paradoxically
taken for a terrorist action using
explosives devices. The episode
ended in the arrest of the two
involved artists.

In collaboration with G.R.L. Eyebeam
created Open City , a manifest on the
art state of the urban re-appropriation
realized by a myriad of artists, writers
and militants. Beginning with LED
throwies and arriving to G.R.L.’s laser
tags, from remote-controlled robots
with sprays to flesh mobs of people in
underwear in the subway, the show
explores instruments often invented
and produced by themselves- and
strategies of the new street artist
generation. It will stay open till the
next 14 April in the Eyebeam’s stands.

And it recently happened to AVONE ,
a writer close to G.R.L., to be caught in
jail for vandalism. The group, together
with others, is not only working for its
release but on the whole for optaining
the right of free expression in public
places.

http://graffitiresearchlab.com/
www.eyebeam.org/
http://research.eyebeam.org/
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Spanish Spring : Art, Science And Technology
Silvia Scaravaggi

present and its transformations in the
field of science, technology, art,
society and spiritualism. The principal
idea of the project reflects the
necessity to change generally the
approach to studies , research, a new
way of opening to novelties that the
world of art, new media, technology,
techno-science propose to
professionals and not.
The change should bring with it new
perspectives and above all the idea
that each subject has to be faced
through the confrontation with other
disciplines, each point of view
integrated with others. Some key
words of those realities are
participation, sharing,
multidisciplinary , the concept of
between is significant of this kind of
approach, reached through dialogues
and confrontations to the concept of
synthesis.

Some traces of events, collaborations,
meetings, inaugurations enriching the
Spanish panorama in this spring 2007
and which prove the ferment in the
environments of research and study
on subjects connected with the
relation between technology, science,
environment and economics.
A significant example of the activities
revolving around those subjects are
the meetings of NOW – meetings in
the present continous, held on the 22
nd and 24 th of March 2007 at the
Centre de Cultura Contemporània de
Barcelona – CCCB .
At its third edition, the meetings are
part of the platform NOW , which was
conceived as a middle term project
from 2006 and 2009, an active and
fertile territory of reflections on the
41

.

of the art of present

One of the aims of the organisers of
meetings such as NOW’s, is to be
outside classical schemes and usual
forms of meeting and information
exchange, generating a process of
research, creation and diffusion
bringing wit itself different local and
international agents involved in
promoting a change of paradigm in
the society of information and of
conscience and globalised cultures.

Psi particle – exploration of new forms
of spirituality at crisis point of
traditional religions
New activism – commitment and
militancy, networking, social
commitment and global citizenship
Emerging culture – critical analysis of
independent culture and alternative in
front of social transformations.

At the beginning of NOW Juan Insua ‘s
stuff invented the metaphor of the
Electromagnetic Phantasm as symbol
of the content of the project, a single
element made up by different
frequencies, subjects dealt with
during the meetings, which represent
different explorative phases of a
dissimilar substance and meanwhile
unique, or , better, necessarily
composite and interconnected. At
www.cccb.org/now/links/index.html
you will find the 7 subjects connected
to the referring links:

.

During the last meetings connected to
the 4 perspectives New Activism,
Emergent Culture, Open Science and
Eco Factor, David Peat ( Liverpool ,
1938) pioneer of the connections
between quantum physics and
psychology, has dialogued with
Victoria Vesna (Washington D.C.,
1959), artist and researcher careful to
the influences of technological and
scientific innovations on the
perception of reality. At the end of the
conference (in) tangible:
nanoperception and quantum world ,

Open science  sharing and
communication between art and
science
Cybersphere  effects of “cyber”
technologies in everyday life
Eco Factor – systematic and organic
vision of the planet for its surviving
Art Now  guide lines, criteria, practise
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the lecturers were astonished by the
public affluence, more consistent than
at the beginning of the meetings,
according to Insua, the director.

This interest in an interdisciplinary
dialogue and in new perspectives of
study relating art, science and the
fields of perception and cognitive
activity, philosophy, psychology,
neuroscience, belongs to the
approach of the moderator of the
meeting Raquel Paricio (Barcelona,
1968). Researcher at the Media Arts &
Evolvable Technologies at the ‘
University of Catalunya , she deals
with hardware evolutions in the
multi-sensory. Raquel Paricio has
created the portal www.res-qualia.net
 art, science and evolution of the
consciousness  a place of meeting,
exchange of information, sharing of
projects, in which you can find for
example BrainLoop by Davide Grass ,
in the” theatre actions” of TPO
Company and in the bio installation by
Dmitry Bulatov

Speaking about the birth of this
conference, “Raquel Paricio had the
idea  tells Vesna- to make an artist
and a scientist dialogue on the
intangible world of nanotechnology.
So David and I exchanged our e-mails:
I had to tell about my work, of what
pushed me to nanotechnology, the
dreams and the nightmares marking
it. David Peat had to dialogue with
me, and so it was, with a perfect
harmony which has heated the
atmosphere as the public too
perceived. A true complementary
exchange, an analysis of the artistic
work, in relation with the quantum
physics, the science meant in its
processes and sometimes in its
arrogance, David Bohm ‘s work and
the importance of art in the scientific
culture and vice versa.

The hybridization between art and
science is here considered in the
potentialities it unchains in the
evolution of the awareness and in the
capacity of generating a fertile
relation between living organisms and
artificial systems of intelligence and
perception. The term qualia , that is to
say, “minimum unity of conscience”
belongs to the field of philosophical
and scientific research and it is strictly
connected with the studies of
perception, mind and artificial
intelligence.

.

The project Res-qualia binds directly
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this research ambit with the state of
art which rises to a catalyst role in the
attempt to provide innovative hints,
of new point of views in facing the
countless interrogatives of the human
and scientific evolution. Conscience
and the substance, mind and artificial
intelligence, nature and intentionality,
genetic manipulations are some of the
subjects within the portal of the
Spanish researcher: a meeting point
for an international community able
to confront and give life to new
projects.

pole of creation and artistic exchange,
with a strong vocation for economic
progress, meant as development of
ideas, collaborations, and new
tendencies. In this sense Laboral is not
defined as a peculiar form, neither
simple museum, nor simple creative
lab, but a true multi-disciplinary
centre in growth.
The initiatives organised on the
occasion of the opening try to explain
it better. The two shows Feedback ,
retrospective on the concept of
“reactive” art, in the double meaning
of “answer” to a code or an instruction
and of light and movement in the
forms of kinetic art, Op Art up to the
cinema and TV and Gameworld,
exploration of the world of video
games as form of art and expressions
of contemporary art which draw on
this universe.
At the opening 10 innovative art,
technology and industry projects
were inaugurated, selected by an
eminent jury (Alex Adriaansens – V2
Rotterdam; Carl Goodman – Museum
of the Moving Image, Astoria, USA;

.

The characteristic of the confrontation
and dialogue between different
disciplines is present in the inaugural
program of the brand new structure
of Fundación La Laboral Centro de
Arte y Creación Industrial , work by
designer Fernando Gutiérrez ,
inaugurated on March the 30 th 2007
at the seat of the University of Gijón in
Asturie. The centre was conceived as

Christiane Paul – Whitney Museum of
American Art, NY; Gerfried Stocker –
Ars Electronica Center, Linz; Rosina
Gómez-Baeza  Laboral) through the
Labcyberspaces ,an open invitation ,
reflection on digital creation and the
web as meeting place.
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Electrónica , which reconnects with
these reflections, the meetings on
NOW, sharing their form and under a
certain point of view, their typology of
interventions, even if focused on
personalities linked to the world of
media, art and Academic research.
Jordan Crandall , founder of the online magazine Blast , Alex Galloway ,
one of the creators of Rhizome , the
theorist of media Lev Manovich , Anna
María Gulasch of the University of
Barcelona, Pedro A. Cruz , of the
University of Murcia, and François
Bucher , Juan Martín Prada , Siegfried
Zielinsky , have analysed the impact
of electronic images on our society,
with a particular attention to the
influence on artistic practice and on
the production of cultural meanings,
to the research of the transformations
which will take place in the next
future.

.

Among the selected works:
Ubermorgen.com, Paolo Cirio,
Alessandro Ludovico with Amazon
Noir-The Big Book Crime,
www.re-move.org by Lia ;
www.logohallucination.com by
Christophe Bruno ; hackitectura.net
and indymedia estrecho with
Cartografía Táctica del Estrecho de
Gibraltar .
Last but not least, the intense panel of
conferences coordinated by José Luis
Brea , professor of Aesthetics and
Theory of Contemporary Art at the
University Carlos III of Madrid and
director of the magazine Estudios
Visuales: La Era de la Imagen

www.cccb.org/now/ang/index.htm
www.laboralcentrodearte.org
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Diwo: Co-creation, Co-curation
Giulia Simi

web.
Let’s start from the beginning: DIWO
project was created inside the mailing
list netbehaviour.org. International
artists and editors such as Marc Garret
and Ruth Catlow are collaborating to
this project. Indeed, they are cofondators of the digital art collective
group Furtherfield.org , one of the
project promoter. It reminds straight
away to the ribel and anarchic, as also
“fluxusian”, DIY ( Do It Yourself ) . At
the same times it reminds also the
strict relationship with the early mail
art projects of the last 50ties. Yet
DIWO is not only all that, but it shows
itself straight away like a kind of
digital rivisitation and enlargement of
those politically and economically
independent activities characteristic
of the mail art. In this case condivision
is the constitutive element of the
project. (and so it seems impossible
not to think DIWO as a product
deriving from the latest web
developments regarding the potential
interaction and exchange of data
known under the abused name of
Web 2.0 ).

Since last 1st February you have read a
post on the netbehavoiur.org mailing
list
(
http://www.netbehaviour.org/piper
mail/netbehaviour/20070201/00422
7.htm ), an open call to collaborate to
the artistic and editing project DIWO
(Do It With Others). What you have to
do is sending any texts, audios or
videos you have. They will be shown
in an exposition in the HTTP ‘s London
Net Art Gallery .
For those who are not so familiar with
the mail art and couldn’t visit HTPP’s
Gallery where the projet is shown, we
suggest an accurate inspection to
release the intricate but at the same
time interesting artistic net. Obviously
everything must be searched on the
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organizers will do without operating a
selection of the works of art?
Selecting them would in fact means
immediately destroying the open and
spontaneous character of the e-mail
art. And, as last question, how will the
exposition be carried on in order to
make it a real collective and
collaborative work? DIWOists
discussed a lot about these themes.
They organized a kind of editorial
happening on last 25 February, from 2
p.m. to 5 p.m, in the sales of the
London Gallery.

.

Digital mean and, in particular, web
virtual territory in which DIWO
operates are not the only main
differences from the historical mail
art. The most important challenge
launched by this project consists in
the physical exposition inside a
Gallery, activity considered as part of
the project and destroying any
barriers between artist, visitor and
curator. In fact they will no longer be
considered as different roles but as
different activities played by the same
person. Trying to break through the
old mistrust of the mail artists
towards galleries, DIWOists have tried
to make the exposition the innovative
element of the project.

Aving beers and chips and, for some,
half listening to the Tottenham match,
DIWOists discussed about the
organization problems listening to the
an-lib comments of the visitors. Not
to forget the “net” character of the
project the great part of the
discussion about the exposition was
carried in chat online. Obviously the
talks were saved and now you can
read them on Ruth Catlow’s
blog.
http://blog.furtherfield.org/?q=node/
96

That raises a lot of questions, as you
can read on countless posts on the
issue put not only on the same
mailing list, but above all on the
promoters’ blogs. How is it possible to
manage in organizing works in a
limited physical space outside the
web? And above all: what the
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adopted solutions than for quality of
every single present work, this
experiment opens new ways of
sharing and editorial as artistic
collaboration. Nevertheless this
represents a fertile dialogue between
virtual and potentially infinite space in
internet and the limited and physical
space of a gallery room, drawing new
ways that brave galleries are being
driving. The project, as the exposition,
will end on the 1 st April. It will leave a
proof, on this case scrupously made
of paper in a catalogue on the subject.

.

A compromise between exposition
clearness, technological limits and
adherence to the project intents was
the exposition you could see in the
HTTP Gallery on the 25February. The
sales were covered by texts and
images  sometimes printed in scrolls
in order to convey in the best way the
net-concept of thread . In the air there
were a mix of audio files, exclusively
posted in the mailing list. Moreover, in
the Gallery the visitor logging in a mail
box could consult online, on the
website netbehaviour.org, all the
works sent by participants since that
moment.

www.netbehaviour.org
www.http.uk.net
http://furtherfield.org

Interesting maybe more for the
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Natactivism, Against Consitutional Order
Marco Mancuso

informative experience, the interview
itself was lost, even if it’s still current
in its form and contents.
It is the reason why I found necessary
to call Stefano Gulmanelli to propose
the publishing of the article on a more
appropriate support as the web is,
correcting the passages of our chat
because of oldness (maybe some
comma, nothing more; and this say
lots about the situation). I hope the
operation will be loved by Digimag
readers and that pushes our review to
that possible dialogue process, in the
digital ambit, between the world
“corporate” and the net-activists. This
process seems to be no more at the
centre of mass-media attention as
some years ago, but it still keeps
going and evolving.

Stefano Gulmanelli, ten years of
multinational industry, twenty
between East Europe, Middle East
and Africa. Symbolic analyst,
collaborator of several newspapers,
researcher of phenomenon related to
changes, cultural conflict and social
transformations caused by new
technologies.
He published in 2003 for Apogeo
PopWar , il NetAttivismo contro
l’Ordine Costituito , one of the most
clear critic and journalistic analysis of
the recent net-activists event, both
online and not. I had the opportunity
to write and publish this interview
called Web Marketing Tools no more
than a couple of years ago, magazine
that is no longer available. As the
destiny of the interview was linked to
the perishable fate of its support and
the non-reproducibility of the

.
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Marco Mancuso: Stefano, you worked
inside a corporate for years and you
collaborated with companies and
corporations. How could these
economic realities confront with the
society and free communication
changes the net launched?

themselves.
Anyway, we can’t imagine a
hypothesis where the corporation
becomes democratic, without
hierarchy, characterized by an
horizontal communication, that gives
voice and opportunities to everyone
as NetActivists pretend. They are two
completely different worlds.
Corporations create value, transfer
know-how, but they have their
completely own logic, that
democratic Net movements cannot
accept.

Stefano Gulmanelli: Now the space
for moderation and dialogue between
the Net and the universe of corporate
is objectively limited, because of hard
relationships between a certain way
to intend some free value on one side
and the corporations world on the
other. We’re assisting to a sort of
Internet 1.0, characterized by the
dynamics of NetActivism and the
desire to democratize from the
bottom, where the principal problem
is to give voice to everybody thanks to
an horizontal and bi-directional
communication, largely allowed by
the Net. In an hypothetic and future
Internet 1.0, the corporations
plagiarize the Net and try to adapt the
middle to the communication
dynamics, characteristic alive before
the born of the Net and present
nowadays in some other medias. The
offensive strategy to the “Net
neutrality” is written in this attempt of
the corporations to occupy the Net.
This attempt has the objective to let
corporations and big information
centers to decide what is important to
know and what is not, bringing people
to look and interact only with those
channels dictated by corporations

Marco Mancuso: Could corporate try
to optimize aggregation dynamics
allowed by the net?
Stefano Gulmanelli: Political parties
are the corporations that need this
kind of communication and multidirectional communication. But at the
first glance to their sites, you
understand how communication
come from above, that means it is
more important what they are saying
to you than the comprehension of
what you are trying to say to them.
This is a retaliation for all those
corporations where the research of
the consensus and the perfect
knowledge of the spread interests is
the most important thing (political
parties are real corporations). And
when this philosophy doesn’t come to
parties, how can you even expect that
realities that has a justified motivation
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of profit apply it. NetActivists must be
supported by the advantages offered
by the Net. First of all the fact that the
Net allow the production of
decentralized contents and then the
fact that the relative technology is
often better known by normal people
rather than by professionals hired by
the corporate themselves. This fact
creates a growing discomfort inside
huge corporate group and generally in
the society, as it represents a dynamic
extremely hard to control and
manage.

marketing strategy, that will probably
get more and more invasive.
Marco Mancuso: NetActivism,
deviance or new mainstream?
Stefano Gulmanelli: Corporations still
ignore this phenomenon that however
cannot be considered as deviance of
the moment as it has a critical mass,
with great impact ability and that is
growing rather than decreasing. Is this
deviance or is there a cultural shift
that NetActivism is just an avantgarde? In spite of everything, there is
who understood that this is a kind of
consume to relate with and that has
to be considered as a projection of
certain ways to get through and not
only a deviance. Maybe it is not the
majority of the greatest manager, but
surely the ones involved in music or
cinema industry understood how to
earn something from this world. Their
“defensive” strategies failed  only the
few understood that the control of file
sharing and the extension of the
length of the copyright could work 
and the majors themselves are getting
their hands dirty with the online

.

Marco Mancuso: Do you think Net
marketing dynamics will get more and
more invasive?

distribution of music, once considered
devil. Pay attention though: they’re
probably thinking to get the control of
the process, sooner or later. If it they
think so, they will be disappointed
once again. If you have some time, go
see sellaband.com and you will see
how the evolution of the productive
fase of music could no more present

Stefano Gulmanelli: Technology is
extremely
invasive
and
counterproductive when used in a
certain way, as it’s happening more
and more on the Net because of
marketing dynamics. The corporations
will surely use the Net and
technologies as proliferation and
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traditional intermediaries (majors) .

Marco Mancuso: Which are the
channels of social aggregation or
communication that could be best
used by corporations with conscience
and foresight?
Stefano Gulmanelli: The discourse is a
little bit long. I don’t think there are
channels to preclude to the
companies, even if I’m not totally ok
with those social operations made to
clean a little bit what done before,
that is now growing in Italy as well.
Money helps, but are you sure that
certain interventions, such as build a
hospital or create courses, is up to
those subjects? It is a job that was
property of governments and politic
authorities, which had the objective of
the next election. But what is the goal
of a corporate that finances a school
in Ethiopia ? I don’t think there is, but
the hypothesis I made recall bad
thoughts. Talking about social
aggregation channels such as forums,
if there’s a corporations beside it is
nothing but negative. A word has
been created to name this operation:
Astroturfing, where Astroturf is a
synthetic grass, false, opposed to
grassroot, term used to indicate the
real “bottom uo”. If you want an
example, the National Smoking
Alliance, a site/forum/channel of
aggregation for smokers that fought
for the pleasure of smoking sigarettes
produced by their financer: Phillip
Morris (it is now closed).

.

Marco Mancuso:
How can
corporations use instruments of
spontaneous aggregation through
new technologies without being evil?
Stefano Gulmanelli: They can’t. See,
even on smart mobs, a phenomenon
that should be the decentralized
spontaneity, they tried to put a cap on
it, in the sense that corporations such
as big malls made smart mob inside
their locations so that they “created
attention and excitement”. I must
repeat what I said before. If we’re
talking about Internet 1.0 there is no
space for economic attempt, at least
as it is now considered. If it is Interne
2.0 there is no space for spontaneity
and boost from the bottom. That
doesn’t mean that industries are evil if
they do that. Moreover they can give
comfortable and interesting
opportunities, even if they’re made to
make you consume, as it is their work:
produce and sell.
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I think that, more than the fact that
new technologies are to be used
because
new, I think that if
corporations made good products
with a correct quality/price relation,
with decorous management and
keeping an eye on the territory they’re

working on, that would be a great way
to work, that probably wouldn’t need
patches and retractions.

www.nomads.it/
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Andreas Broeckmann, Contemporary New
Media Art
Marco Mancuso

are festivals loyal to proposing new
media as trade union between
science, technology, art, design and
communication, on the other hand
there are many reviews engaged with
legitimizing some works of new
media art as historical ones,
legitimized and authorised of
contemporary art. This separation is
evident to us, as never before, in this
edition of Transmediale, as the tip of
the iceberg whose basis float just
under the level of the sea, both in the
works and meetings and in the
different public during the day and
the night at the CTM, who, is integral
part of the Berlin’ festival.

The last edition of Transmediale
represented for us a change edition
and after gathering many opinions
and impressions during the festival we
can say that, according to many, it
was an edition of difficult
comprehension. Despite it, as point of
reference for all who deal with new
media, Transmediale is on
everybody’s lips, even after its end.
And as each important appointment it
is always under floodlights, giving
confirmations and wrong-footing with
its changes.

But 2007 edition will be remembered
for the goodbye to Andreas
Broeckmann , artistic director since
autumn 2000 after the charge of
project manager at V2 Centre of
Rotterdam, directed by Alex
Adriaansen. Broeckmann transformed
Transmediale from research moment
for “a few” (because in 2001we were
there, even if inexperienced and
younger and with a different role) to
mainstream event, big fair of new
media art, moment of reflection and
term of comparison for many

In general it seems Tranmediale has
definitively broken the frontiers
pushing towards mainstream
contemporaneous art . Anyway, it isn’t
a new thing to who has recently
visited festivals. If, on one hand there
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professionals.

contemporary situation. The audience
of the festival is quite varied and
different people bring very different
expectations to the event. We are
satisfied when people get surprised
and when they can take away things
that they had not expected.
Unfortunately, media attention is
often very superficial, journalists see
only what they want to see, and most
of the time they miss the point that
the festival has a programme that
lasts for six days and has over 80
individual events, many of which
correspond with each other.

.

I don’t know whether we succeeded
in our purpose, but maybe Andreas is
right, it is a problem of perspective
and of what we do not expect by a
festival such as Transmediale.
Anyway, we feel the need to analyse
the phenomenon, persuaded that his
word is the most important term of
comparison.

Marco Mancuso e Lucrezia Cippitelli:
From the first edition you directed,
the festival has got a relevant
international position, criticizing and
analysing, presenting and facing
subjects connected with new media
in general. In 2001 DIY Do it yourself
was an important point to present the
practices related to activism and
hacking and the artistic forms
distributed through internet. Now,
Transmediale seems a reification of
the stability the festival has built itself
as “mainstream EVENT”. In other
words, less questions and more
visibility as institution. What do you
think about it?

Marco Mancuso e Lucrezia Cippitelli:
Andreas, which is your opinion on this
last edition of Transmediale? Which
vision have you about digital art and
the professions connected with it, as
well as the growing attention of
media?
Andreas Broeckmann: We wanted to
create a programme this year that
would give time for reflexion, and that
would offer projects and artworks
that do not just run after the latest
trends of digital life-styles, but that
articulate the role that art can play in
dealing with and thinking about our

Andreas Broeckmann: I’m not sure
whether you actually visited the
festival in 2001, but I would dispute
whether the focus in the programme
has shifted as much as your question
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indicates. From the beginning, the
formulation of issues in digital culture
through the languages of art has
always played the most important
role, while hacking and activism have
not been treated as central issues at
any of the festivals since 2001. They
have been present as an aspect and a
specific practice in digital culture, but
your reading of the DIY festival (or
rather its documentary publication)
seems to be determined more by your
expectations than by the actual
festival. Likewise, I find it difficult to
follow your claims of institutional
stasis and reification of this last
festival. ‘Mainstream’ is very much an
issue of perspective, and if you mean
that we do not strive for selfmarginalisation any longer, I could
probably agree. I also cannot say how
many of your questions were
answered, but the conferences both
in the main hall and in the salon have
never been attended by so many
people, and they stayed, so they must
have been hearing things which were
of interest to them.

.

Marco Mancuso e Lucrezia Cippitelli:
The difficult relation between new
media and contemporaneous art is
changing recently. Many critics and
curators, who normally work in the
system mainstream of art, now have
to deal with subjects related to media
and technology, often without the
necessary competence, trying to
apply categories which are often too
narrow and closed. The contrary too is
true, people who aren’t expert in art
have to deal with the system of art,
and the focus on the point of view of
technology is too basic and brings the
interest to projects which probably
aren’t artistic projects at all. What do
you think about it thanks your
experience with Transmediale?
Andreas Broeckmann: I find your
description rather schematic. My main
experience is that the technofetishism of the 1990s in media art has
subsided and that while there are still
many people are still doing little more
than experiment with the latest
technologies, there are now also a
growing number of artists who
employ their media in a very
conscious way. The installations that
we could show, for instance, in the
exhibition at this year’s festival, are a
result of that process, where it has
become possible to present a
collection of works that have an
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interesting thematic relation and that
are strong, individual artworks. It is
not really surprising for me that what
is in fact artistic quality and its
appropriate presentation, gets read as
‘reification’ and ‘mainstream’. Again, I
believe this is a matter of perspective,
and of the choices one makes as
curator and as critic.

transmediale festivals of the last
years, we have tried to find a good
balance between digital culture and
art. The relationship between the two
is problematic because, for a long
time, the whole field was completely
marginalised so that artists, activists,
theorists, curators, anyone who was
doing stuff with ‘new media’, were
huddling together. As digital culture is
becoming a general condition of
contemporary life, there is also more
differentiation in that scene, and
people have to painfully realise that
there might not be that big ‘we’ in the
media art scene (any more). I believe
it is necessary to confront that
change, which is why we have
organised this conference panel.

Marco Mancuso e Lucrezia Cippitelli:
The conference “Media Art Undone”
was focused mainly on trying to find a
way of pushing media art towards the
world of contemporary and
institutional art. This was the general
sensation on the show, the round
tables and invited artists. the public
seemed divided, on one side , people
coming from the “world of art”, with
their backgrounds and experiences,
from the other side, people coming
from “techno culture” and from a
more commercial and professional
world. The first didn’t want to make a
distinction between “contemporary
art” and 2media art2, the second ones
wanted the creation of a short circuit
art/technology/ communication,
without any preoccupation of terms
and distinctions between market and
galleries, commissions and artworks.
Do you think this division will become
wider in the future? Do you think
there will be two different approaches
(cultural, artistic, and professional) in
the world of electronic art?

.

Marco Mancuso e Lucrezia Cippitelli:
One of the main problems influencing
the world of new media is often the
general lack in quality , above all in
activism , as for instance Indymedia
which here in Italy is having huge
conceptual problems, due to the

Andreas Broeckmann: In the
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incapacity to work with the right
awareness of the contexts and quality
of the projects. Do you think this kind
of analysis can affect the scene of
new media in the long term?

course choose to keep processes
open and to communicate the fluidity
of concepts and political conflicts.
However, I see transmediale as having
a role beyond a smaller circle of
people who share the same ideas
about media activism and critical
media practice. I have wanted to
serve a broader audience that is
curious and critical about the way in
which media and digital technologies
are influencing our culture. These are
often young people who have no idea
what Indymedia is, but they feel that
there is something wrong with the
way in which YouTube works. The
festival is also there for those people.

Andreas Broeckmann: You can gather
from my earlier answers that I believe
in a certain rigour when it comes to
methods and results of working. For
my own taste, things are often not
brought to a level where they can be
presented and people outside of a
small in-crowd can actually
understand what the author or author
collective wants to say or show. It
brings us back to the earlier argument
about institutionalisation. You can of
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what do you want to do? And who will
be the next director the festival?
Andreas Broeckmann: I don’t know
how transmediale will develop,
though I fully trust Stephen Kovats to
give it an interesting new twist. The
reasons for leaving the festival were
mostly personal  after seven years I
wanted to do something else, in order
to break routines and explore some
other ideas I have for myself. In the
coming months I will be working on a
book. We are preparing the re:place
2007 conference and I am working
with the TESLA media art lab here in
Berlin . And beyond that, I am keeping
my eyes and ears open.

.

Marco Mancuso e Lucrezia Cippitelli:
Why did you decide to leave the
artistic direction of Tranmediale in this
moment? Is your choice connected in
some terms with some of the subjects
we discussed? What have you
planned to do in the next future or
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Klaus Obermaier: the strange dance of New
Media
Annamaria Monteverdi

field of dancing, music, theatre, new
media, he has participated in the most
important international festivals (Ars
Electronica
di
Linz,
Intermedium/ZkM, Singapore Arts)
and has collaborated with the dancers
of Nederlands Dans Theatrer, Chris
Haring, DV8, with musical groups such
as Kronos Quartet, the Art Ensemble
of Chicago, Balanescu Quartet and
with musicians such as Ornette
Coleman, John Scofield, Peter
Erskine.

Klaus Obermaier, electronic musician
and Austrian digital artist, creator of
many multimedia and cross-media
works (from video art to web projects,
from interactive installations, to
computer music), has participated on

D.A.V.E. a video-dance show, was
presented at the Villette Numerique
in Paris in 2002; Apparition,
interactive choreography, at Ars
electronica 2004. The last production
for the Bruckner Fest of Linz in 2006
in front of ten thousand people was
Le Sacre Du Printemps by Igor
Stravinsky, concert for orchestra,
interactive dancing and stereoscopic
3D images by Ars Electronica
Futurelab
(http://www.aec.at/futurelab/en/).
Now, the artist teaches and
collaborates
with
different
Universities and prestigious cultural
institutes and recently he has become
visiting professor at the IUAV Venice

the 14th of February in the initiative
“Mercoledì da Naba”, meetings and
cultural meetings of the Nuova
Accademia di Belle Arti di Milano
(www.mercoledinaba.info ).
As students of the Naba Master in
Digital Environment Design, we have
met and interviewed the artist in our
laboratories before the conference.
On this occasion the artist illustrated
his artistic path and the use of
technology within his creations.
Klaus Obermaier has carried out since
the Eighties innovative works in the
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for “New media in dancing, music and
theatre performance”.

other element of scenic composition,
modifies the structure of creation. The
comparison proposed by the artist is
particularly meaningful, as it is of
fundamental
importance
to
individualize since the beginning the
costume for a performer, as this
changes radically its way of preparing,
playing and staying on stage. As it
should be for technologies! But
theatre production reasons impose
hierarchy among the materials used
for the staging, and of priority too.

The reflection by Klaus Obermaier
started from a clarification on the
cultural value of our technology, of
the “normality” in his application in the
field of art, but he underlines the
necessity for a narrative integration of
all scenic languages, included new
technology.
“ Per me è assolutamente naturale
l’uso delle tecnologie digitali nei miei
progetti e nelle mie performance
perché la componente tecnologica fa
ormai parte della cultura di ogni
giorno, non c’è nulla di straordinario in
questo. Personalmente la uso
semplicemente perché sono abituato
a farlo, sono abituato a usare
tecnologia per i miei lavori ormai da
vent’anni e non mi domando più
perché lo faccio. Come per la luce,
nessuno si domanda più quale tipo di
contributo possa dare alla narrazione
teatrale, ma è evidente che sia così!
Allo stesso modo per me la tecnologia
è parte integrante della performance,
a volte addirittura il punto di partenza
e non soltanto un oggetto aggiunto”.

“I registi teatrali tradizionali lavorano
prima di tutto su testi drammatici così
per i primi mesi si danno da fare sul
palco con il copione, la gente parla,
cammina in scena, insomma quel
genere di cose lì. Solo alla fine, ma
proprio alla fine, aggiungono la
tecnologia e giusto per essere
adeguati ai tempi, ai nostri tempi. E’
un grosso problema perché
bisognerebbe aggiungere la
tecnologia sin dall’inizio: solo così
questa cambierà completamente il
significato dell’opera! Se tu la aggiungi
tardi, cioè alla fine del processo
creativo rimarrà una semplice
appendice, non un elemento
veramente sostanziale di un
allestimento”.

Obermaier goes into how design
technology
must
develop
simultaneously with the concept itself
and not materialize during the last
phase. Individualize technology is
fundamental because it, such as any
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You could maybe remember the first
pioneering works made by dancers
that, with their movements,
controlled sounds …this was
impressive for the public! When I want
to do something with technology is
because it is the right time to work on
what I’m thinking, because it means
something, because it communicate
something, and not because it’s only
effective! I do not work to

Annamaria Monteverdi: Klaus, how do
the approach to technology changes
in time?

demonstrate what technology can do.
Annamaria Monteverdi: The artist

Klaus Obermaier: The approach with
technologies is changing as time
passes by. The technology itself is
changing and so the creative
possibilities are. Only fifteen years ago
any significant creative work wasn’t
possible, for example. I’m not
searching for the newest technology
and I don’t want to be the first to use
it. If technology doesn’t stimulate my
performance, well it doesn’t have any
value for me. In my experience I
always waited lot of time to use
technology in the right way, until it
didn’t have the right power of
calculation that allowed me to use it
as I wanted.

must have a suitable competence in
technique to understand the
possibilities of a creative development
with relation to other media on stage.

I’m remember when I started with
using video. My first real pro
instrument was a Mac I bought in the
first 90′s, as Mac was the only
computer that allowed the video
manipulation. In this case possibilities
change because technologies change.

cloning and manipulation of the
human body theme in the époque of
the biotechnological reproduction.
The technology operates on the

Klaus Obermaier: Let’s pretend the
theatre director asks to the
characters: “What can we do on
stage?”. No, the director knows what
the actor can do! So do I. I want
always to know what technology can
do, then I can push the limits of the
action with technicians, programmers
and maybe find new solutions. It
means that I want to try it alone!
D.A.V.E. (Digital Amplified Video
Engine) is a dance show interpreted
by Chris Haring on the hybridization,

organs: layers of video images stop on
dancers bodies, adding limbs, eyes
and mouths that virtually deform the
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dancer without physically touching it.
The body turn into a mythological
figure, half human being and half
animal, half man and half woman, but
half human being and half machine as
well.

programming of the different shows…

At first the spectator is caught
unprepared. The doubt is about the
images it’s seeing: is it an hologram or
a real human being? The body
changes continuously under its eyes
without a real perception of the
change itself. Mutation as the nature
does, “happy” alienation of the man
inside the technological sphere,
painless passage to a new reality, a
real natural artificiality. The video is
part of the body , better, the dancer is
part of the video. The hard part of a
spectacle such as D.A.V.E., where the
intention is to conjugate dance with
technology, is obtaining a perfect
integration between the different
parts: video projections, dancers,
music, public.

completely realized by me inside MAC

Klaus Obermaier: If we talk about
programming, the first problem is
related to the limits of the software. I
use several software to solve the
hitch. D.A.V.E. is an example, as it is
architecture with programs of editing,
video cutting, compositing, 3D
programme and “learning by doing”
obviously. In projects such as
Apparition or Le Sacre du Printemps,
where there’s a higher interactivity
level, I collaborate with a
programmer. On one side,
programming is freedom, but I’m not
interested in programming rather in
understanding what I can get from
these programs.
Annamaria Monteverdi: Which is the
relation between performer and
technology?
Klaus Obermaier: In D.A.V.E. and in
Vivisector, performers are obliged to
react in relation to the video, as the
programmed parts are related to the
form of their bodies. This is the reason
why design must be precise
parameters. The transition between
the status, image and body, is
fundamental. One follows the other,
even if the limit is the impossibility to
improvise of the dancer. The
movement of the body become in a
while a video projection. So we ask
ourselves either the body is real or

Annamaria Monteverdi: Tell me about
the different complexity in the
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virtual!

conceived as immersive, thanks to the
polarized glasses wore by the public.
Stereoscopic images are generated
real time by stereo cameras on stage
and a complex computerized system
transfer the dancer Julia Mach into a
three-dimensional virtual space. The
human body is the interface between
real and virtual once again.
Moreover, thanks to 32 microphones,
the entire orchestra is integrated in
the interactive process, because
musical motifs, individual voices and
instruments influences the shape, the
movement and the complexity of the

Vivisector is based on the videotechnological concept of projection
on moving bodies as D.A.V.E. , but it
goes further. The difference is the
video projection as only light. The
body is therefore strange. Moreover
this combination of videos, bodies,
sound space produces a scenic effect
of great unit. Flash is another used
type
of
light,
completely
programmable so that the performer
gets freer. In Apparition technology is
completely interactive, images and
sounds are generated real time.
Motion
detection
perceive
movements of dancers that, not
connected to the projector position,
are free to improvise. The objective
was to create an interactive system
that was something more than an
extension of the performer, rather its
partner. There are three fundamental
parameters in the interaction with
dancers: the proximity, the velocity
and the size of the movement.

projections and the dancer. Music is
no more a starting point but a
completion of the choreography as
well.

Annamaria Monteverdi: How the right
balance between dancer’s creative
freedom and programming is
possible?
Klaus Obermaier: Inside creativity
freedom you must set above a basic
structure that modifies during the
work. The digital system becomes the
third element of the performance and
has the same limits and potentialities
of a theatre drama or choreography.
The first thought is to work easy
anyway, and when you don’t think to
create something new, then you find
innovative elements!

In Le Sacre du Printemps the space is
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http://www.exile.at/ko/
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8bitpeoples, Research And Development In
8bit
Marco Mancuso

. That is: you don’t bother
us with your analysis on the aesthetic
low bit phenomena, we’re here to
take what was left behind and enjoy
in the most simple and genuine way,
sharing all this with as much people as
we can, free.
Even if it is still excluded by the
majority of the international festival
(except for some rare and farseeing
cases), the 8bit movement is now an
artistic and cultural phenomenon of
great respect, correlated to the game
art as socio-cultural experience, even
if not in a serious manner. 8bitpeople
represent a real community of
creative artists able to work unite in
several projects, live performances,
release online and different graphics.
Pushing the audio-visual limits of the
arcade console of first and second
generation (Game Boys, Atari,
Commodore), 8beatpeople offers on
its site albums, covers in print quality,
release audio in high quality, bonus
tracks and software hardware and
work documents inside the R&D
section of its website, a real full of for
everyone into the 8bit audio-video
experimentation.

In last number you find out about the
Blip Festival , probably the most
important international gather of 8bit
artists ever organized. In New York
Monica Ponzini had the opportunity to
assist at the event and describing it in
the article on Digimag 21 of February,
with the video support of State Grezzi
Production.
Blip Festival is one of the active
projects by 8bitpeople collective,
multiform and multifunctional soul
composed by more than 9 artists,
opened and dedicated to the 8bit
audio-visual aesthetic of videorecreational matrix. The message is
clear from the start: “Our primary
interests were to provide quality
music for free and most importantly
to have fun”
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important inside the collective?
Josh: I think it’s been a pretty fruitful
pairing. We each come to 8bitpeoples
with similar creative experiences —
involvement in ongoing music
projects, performing live, and so on.
But working jointly we’ve found
ourselves taking on much more
ambitious ideas — a couple of tours,
the Blip Festival, a big 70-artist
chiptune compilation — projects on a
scale that was new to both of us. It
has a lot to do with the fact that we
both have a tendency to let initial onpaper ideas really snowball, and
neither of us are sensible enough to
recognize when an idea has become
totally unrealistic. So somehow we’ve
been pulling them off.

.

I had the occasion to talk with one of
the 8bitpeople members after the
recent release of the first compilation
8BP050 presented during the Blip
Festival, supported by the no-profit
artistic space The Tank , Joshua Davis
aka Bit Shafter (missing Nullsleep for
a trip in Japan ).
Marco Mancuso: Can you tell me how
8bitpeople was born?

Marco Mancuso: What do you think
about the growing attention of media
and public around the 8bit aesthetic? I
mean, I think Blip Festival has been an
important moment for all the artists
that create low bit music and video
and software

Josh: I’ll defer to Jeremiah (aka
Nullsleep) to answer this one in more
detail, since I came in after
8bitpeoples was already active. But in
short, he and Mike Hanlon (a.k.a. Mesu
Kasumai, Tangible, and other aliases)
founded the netlabel in the late ’90s
to focus on the aesthetics of low-bit
computing, and to release music
created in that spirit. Jeremiah can
give you a better summary of the
history and motivations behind it.

Josh: To me, the interest is a natural
and probably inevitable development.
I think it’s a function of a forgotten
aesthetic being re-discovered by a
generation of people who were
impressionably young when the
aesthetic was state-of-the-art. So it
makes sense that after being
supplanted by ostensibly better (and
therefore successively cooler)

Marco Mancuso: How did you unite all
single experiences inside the project?
How are your single experiences
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graphics and audio, this style is now
being rediscovered on its own
aesthetic merit. The drive in
technology is toward more
sophisticated machines capable of
presenting an experience that’s more
and more lifelike. So, seen in that
context, low-bit aesthetics present a
really interesting and appealing
abstraction.

8bit movements of Europe, USA and
Japan? Are these differences caused
because of socio-cultural different
approach or do you think 8bit can be
considered as an international form of
expression?
Josh: I think working in a low-bit
aesthetic has the same appeal across
different cultures, but the application
of the style can be culture-specific in
some ways. The Japanese chiptune
movement has always been a good
example to me, there’s a certain
experimentalism there that’s very
different and uniquely Japanese. It’s
hard to pu my finger on it, but you see
traditions at work over there that are
really different and really interesting
to someone coming from a more
Western perspective. Kplecraft for
instance is a duo from Tokyo that uses
Game Boys, Famicom, saxophone,
conga drums, and digeridoo — and the
startling part is how well it all works
together. I don’t think you’d see many
people in the States doing that. Coova
is another good example, often doing
long-form, evolving, bell-tone Game
Boy compositions that are really
transfixing. Over here you really don’t
see much of that. Then there are the
Swedes, who seem to be genetically
predisposed to making meticulouslycrafted, intricate, technical, and
melodic chiptunes. If you hear a new
track and it’s bursting with a mindbending shooting-gallery of tightlyconstructed,
deftly-arranged

And although you see these styles
bubbling to the surface in advertising,
mass media, etc., the Blip Festival was
something directed at the chiptune
scene specifically. Anyone new to the
movement was of course welcome,
but increasing exposure wasn’t a
specific goal. We knew that it would
probably attract some attention, but
our motives were more selfish, we just
wanted to see all of these people
perform, and to raid their
merchandise.

.

Marco Mancuso: Can you find
differences between the music&video
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melodies and flourishes, nine times
out of ten the composer is Swedish,
and probably also a cool person. In
the States there seems to be less
emphasis in general upon that kind of
virtuosity.

.

Marco Mancuso: You pay particular
attention to the graphic of your event,
to the packaging of the products and
the live visual. Are you al able to work
both on images that on sounds or do
you work collectively on a single
project?

Josh: The Creative Commons licenses
we use aren’t a business strategy of
any kind. It’s just a way of explicitly
granting listeners permission up-front
to download and hear the music for
free and to pass it along to others.
8bitpeoples isn’t even a business in
any formal sense. It’s purely done for
enjoyment, and with a few
exceptions, everything is made
available for free. We operate it in our
spare time, and fund it essentially
out-of-pocket. I don’t think either of
us have given much thought at all to
adopting any sort of business model
moving forward. It’s a labor of love,
and while it’s not self-sustaining
financially, that’s not much of a
concern to us. There’s a creative
momentum there
that we believe in and are excited by,
so it’s no sacrifice to keep it in motion
via our own funds and effort.

Marco Mancuso: All of your
production are under Creative
Commons licence. Do you create
some form of business on your works
or do you think you will?

Josh: It depends on the project, but a
lot of things we do are collective
efforts. Live shows often involve a
chiptune musician teamed up with a
visualist working in a complementary
style; album artwork is often done by
graphics artists who are into this
aesthetic, etc. It’s a loose and informal
community of people that are
involved, jumping in where needed
and when able, and I think
8bitpeoples as an entity has become
one of several community focal points
out there. It seems to draw really
talented
people,
musically,
graphically, etc. — it’s a cool thing to
be a part of. .

Marco Mancuso: I perfectly
understand .

www.8bitpeoples.com/
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Maria Roussou, Immersive Interactive
Experience
Silvia Scaravaggi

She is member of several
organizations, such as ACM –
Association for Computing Machinery
, IEEE  Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, ICOM 
International Council of Museums
ACM  Association for Computing
Machinery, IEEE  Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, ICOM 
International Council of Museum. She
was also scientific advisor for Fournos
Center for Art & Technology and
member of the organizing committee
of the International Festival on Art &
Technology Medi@terra .

Maria Roussou worked for years (1993
– 1997) at the CAVE of Electronic
Visualization Laboratory in Chicago .
From 1998 till 2002 she directed the
Virtual Reality Department of the
Foundation of the Hellenic World in
Athene. She cooperated with several
museums, such as the Minneapolis
Walker Art Center , where she was in
charge of online art education. She
studied Electronic Media and
Electrical Engineering & Computer
Science at Illinois University in
Chicago , she is PhD in Computer
Science at London University and
teaches New Technologies &
Museums for Master of Arts program
in Museum Studies at Athene
University .

In 2005 she founded together with
Dimitri Nastos e Vali Lalioti , her
makebelieve company , which deals
with interactive design and
counselling, and gives importance to
users, fuctionality and virtual
interactive digital experiences.
Roussou’s
experience
takes
inspiration from contemporary studies
on education and cultural technology,
without forgetting entertainment and
marketing.
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work. The VR power wall installed at
the University of the Aegean is an
infrastructure project; we put
together the specifications and then
the complete set of software tools
that is required for the system to
operate. Most importantly, however,
we set up the authoring platform with
which the users (in this case
researchers and students of cultural
informatics) will be able to create
their own VR environments. This is
essential if we want these kinds of
systems to be used in practice and
not just as fancy demonstration
hardware. And since we are not a
computer hardware company, or even
a conventional computer software
company for that matter, our main
interest in this project has been to
create the environment for the
development of virtual reality projects
in the cultural field by content domain
experts (museologists, archeologists,
etc.) who are not necessarily
computer savvy. This is the only way
to support widespread use that can
be sustainable.

.

Photo by: the CAVE
We talked with her, starting from the
latest news…
Silvia Scaravaggi: Since your work is
characterized
by
different
experiences, I would like to start from
the latest activities of makebelieve,
the company you’ve recently created
and which is dealing with interesting
projects regarding digital and virtual
reality, such as immersive passive
stereo wall of the University of the
Aegean in Mytilene and the digital
project for the Museum of Marble
Working in Tinos. .
Maria Roussou: makebelieve is in its
third year we are a very small
company, at its core, and work with a
team of about 20 external
collaborators, freelancers and
companies. This allows us to be
dynamic and flexible, that is, to take
on a broad range of diverse projects,
such as the recent ones you mention
which exemplify the diversity of our
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artists, an illustrator, and a sound
designer), a programmer, content
experts (in this case two mechanical
engineers, an historian, and a
museologist), and the producers,
working together with the exhibition
designers, from the brainstorming and
storyboard phases all the way to final
installation in the museum so as to
ensure that the production is
integrated in the context and that it
meets the needs that have been set
for it at the outset.

.

Photo by: the McDonalds’s
videogames – Molleindustria @
mediaterra 06
On the other hand, the digital
production for the Museum of Marble
Working is essentially a film that
accompanies the exhibition content
inside the museum, specifically the
section relating to the techniques and
processes of marble mining. It is a
sophisticated production combining
accurate 3D modeling of early 20 th
century machinery used to transfer
blocks of marble and cut them into
“slices”, with historic photographs
from the 1920s, sketches, animation,
3D sound, etc.
The purpose of the film is to
illuminate the industrial era
techniques and processes that once
formed the basis of the industrial
revolution but no longer exist; to
demystify and bring forward aspects
of our industrial history that have
been overlooked, especially in a
country where emphasis is given on
its ancient history and civilization; and
to present traditional exhibition
content, such as the photographs, in a
novel and engaging manner. This
project is an example of the way we
work
at
makebelieve:
an
interdisciplinary team of about 10
designers
(two
3D
modelers/animators/post-production

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: What does virtual
reality and interactivity implies? How
important and useful is to bring them
inside a museum?
Maria Roussou: If you are referring to
immersive projection-based virtual
reality installations (the kind that I’ve
worked with, like the CAVE), there are
many practical issues regarding their
use in public spaces: cost, space
requirements,
continued
maintenance, specialized staff,
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custom content development, etc.
Such practical issues are still
overpowering -despite some progress
with the tech- especially for smaller
museums. And even if or when such
issues cease to be a problem,
museums have many other priorities
and issues to deal with. In this sense,
virtual reality infrastructure inside a
museum is overkill, a luxury that only
very few or very specialized museums
can afford. The Foundation of the
Hellenic World that I worked for is one
such special case since it does not
have a collection of physical objects
so it relies on audiovisual methods
and virtual technologies. Also the
theme that it deals with is rather
abstract (Hellenic history) and difficult
to visualize, as many of the relics of
the past can no longer be experienced
otherwise. In this case, VR can make a
significant, if not critical, contribution
to the experiential, exhibition, and
educational goals of the museum. Yet,
even in museums that deploy VR,
there is still some way to go before
public interaction within these kinds
of spaces is meaningful, overcoming
the technical and practical
shortcomings.

panorama after your American
experience?
Maria Roussou: Greece is a small
country with an economy that relies
mainly on tourism (cultural and
leisure-based) and agriculture. There
is a limited industry, thus limiting also
the research and development efforts
that are carried out on a basic level.
This restricted research activity runs
down the ladder to the more recent
research areas, such as information
technologies and human-computer
interface and interaction issues
technologies that relate closely to the
use of advanced digital means in
public spaces. Research that takes
place in these areas is mainly funded
by the European Union, which means
that research projects have a
beginning and an end, with little
chance for continuation and further
development. I believe that this, to
some extent, is also a problem with
larger countries; research is funded in
areas where there is money and
ultimately financial benefit from it
hence, it is industry and commerce
drive research. In larger and more
organized countries some of this
research effort eventually spills over
to topics that do not have immediate
economical gains (social research,
interaction research for museums and
cultural departments, etc.). I’m afraid
that in Greece we will continue relying
on European funding for such
research.

Silvia Scaravaggi: After having studied
and worked in the USA, you’ve been
working in Greece, your native
country, for years. How do you work
in Europe , in the Mediterranean area?
How are are these topics dealt with?
What do you think of the European
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different countries. On a micro level,
makebelieve works exactly in this
way, bringing together many creative
individuals that pool their expertise
and, in doing so, are able to produce
results that would otherwise not be
possible. These connections are not
only important in making creative and
productive leaps, they are essential
when it comes to working with and
applying digital technology: nowadays
one can not work unconnected and
know all.

.

Photo by: Grid Chase – The 5 Dance
Pad Project @ mediaterra 06

Silvia Scaravaggi: Let’s go back to
your work for CAVE in Chicago and to
your studies in the United States and
London ; what kind of experience
were they?

Silvia Scaravaggi: Your CREATE
project, “Constructivist Mixed Reality
For Design, Education, and Cultural
Heritage”, which you developed for
Computer Science Department of
University College in London , is an
example of research supported by EU.
You worked to develop a real-time
interactive structure linked to real
sources by connecting virtual reality
and cultural contents in an educative
context.

Maria Roussou: Every place I’ve
worked at has given me wonderful
learning experiences. However, it is
the Electronic Visualization Laboratory
(EVL) in Chicago (where the CAVE was
invented) that is at the top of my list
in terms of influencing my future
directions. Creativity and innovation
were both affluent at EVL when I was
there, from 1992 to 1997. It was also a

Maria Roussou: CREATE was a
research project funded by the
European Commission as part of the
Information Society Technologies
programme. It is part of the EU’s
strategic objective for these projects
to form research collaborations
between different types of
organizations (from academia,
companies, research labs, public
institutions) that come from many

time when the first web browser
(Mosaic) was invented, and when the
CAVE was created. EVL had a leading
role in both these advancements, and
provided the materials, the events,
the people, and the circumstances for
one to flourish an entire context that I
was very fortunate to be part of. My
short experience at the Walker Art
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Center was also quite intriguing and
influential. It was the first museum I
worked for and the project
(artsconnected.org to digitize and
make available to the public a large
collection of contemporary works of
art) was a very interesting and
challenging project that incorporated
many of the complex issues that
museums have to deal with in relation
to their digital presence.

the remote control, i.e., an interface
to some technology that gives us
control over it, is no longer something
that we notice or pay attention to it is
so much engrained in our daily life
that it has moved to the
subconscious.
Silvia Scaravaggi: I would like to talk
about your experiences as far as
education is concerned: you worked a
lot on the interaction between
technologies and education, on
cultural resources and digital
technology potentials.
Maria Roussou: There is a growing
sense of the educative function of
informal educational institutions, such
as museums and science centres. At
the same time, these venues have
grown to be competitive so the
development of programs and
exhibition content is juxtaposed with
the commercial pressure of
competing with other venues for
visitors’ free time. This is where digital
technology can play a role in
combining these two worlds tackled
by today’s museums, to educate and

.

Museum of Marble – photo credit
makebelieve.gr
Silvia Scaravaggi: Do you think we will
get to the point when digital
technology and interaction design will
become commonly used and part of
every-day life?

entertain, and this where the work we
do with makebelieve and my
experience comes in. Since these
educational contexts place emphasis
on situated and constructivist forms
of learning, interactive exhibits
provide promising platforms for
delivering such learning activities and
experiences. It is my experience that

Maria Roussou: We are already there, I
think. Interactive technologies and
processes are increasingly part of our
daily life. The current generation of 10
year olds cannot conceive that there
once existed a time when there was
no “remote control”. The concept of
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the adoption of digital technologies
by informal educational institutions is
becoming more commonplace, thus
also advancing the development of
systems and applications with respect
to their vividness of representation
and interactive capabilities.

properties. Compared to other
computer-based multimedia systems
there is common belief that with VR,
the effectiveness for learning is
substantially more than that with
conventional methods. However, little
systematic research is available to
substantiate this assumption and, to
date, no clear evidence exists that
interactive VR applications can bring
“added value” to learning, especially
for children.
My research in this area has focused
exactly on this issue, i.e., on
interactivity in immersive virtual
learning environments and its effect
on conceptual learning, addressing it
through the design of a set of
interactive virtual environments and
experiments. The findings from my
analyses have indicated that the VR
experiences were instrumental in
maintaining high motivation and
focus. The children that performed
learning tasks in the interactive VE
were able to complete the tasks
successfully, aided by the cues and
feedback mechanisms that were
embedded in the design of the
environment. This feedback was able
to challenge their conceptions and
create opportunities for resolution of
prior misconceptions that emerged.
As the interactive VR environments
provided the participant with firstperson exploration and manipulation
capabilities, it was able to stimulate
and maintain a continuous

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: You could see these
potentials at work, in relation to users:
how does young visitor audience
react to new education activities, to
virtual reality and interactivity?
Maria Roussou: It is a fact that
children nowadays represent a large
and growing market for interactive
products and in every new application
directed to young consumers, from
computer games to educational
software, interactivity is being
advertised widely, primarily for its
recreational potential but also for its
significance for learning. This is even
more prominent in the case of VR,
since interactivity is largely regarded
as one of the medium’s essential
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engagement in action. But of course
further study on a long-term basis is
required to examine the elements
that comprise the complex
relationship between the learners, the
digital tool (in this case a virtual
environment) and the learning
objective, and, ultimately, to acquire a
deeper understanding of what
constitutes learning within virtual
environments and how to design
better such environments.

Center for Art & Technology, as
member of Medi@terra festival, what
direction have you chosen?
Maria Roussou: Medi@terra is an art &
technology festival that started 8
years ago by Manthos Santorineos of
the Fournos Center for Art &
Technology and has since been
exploring different issues in the
broader spectrum of digital media,
each time with a different theme that
is either of current interest or part of a
larger theoretical debate. In 2006,
Mediaterra dealt with games and
gaming, a theme that is undoubtedly
very trendy but which has also started
to establish a theoretical foundation Mediaterra looked at both the public
and the theoretical aspects of this
theme and I see future in this respect.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLqlTaT
3Bgk

www.makebelieve.gr
www.evl.uic.edu/pape/CAVE
.

http://vr.fhw.gr/en/index.html

Silvia Scaravaggi: As far as the other
experiences you had with Fournos

www.mediaterra.org/en
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Closed Circuit
Monica Ponzini

rhythm. Ann Hamilton in abc shifts
hypnotically from pictures to videos
effacing abc letters painted on a sheet
of glass with little concentric hand
movements. And in Lutz Bacher’s
Closed Circuit thanks to a security
video camera, the author portraits in a
heartsick way the gallerist (and ex
“Superstar” of Andy Warhol) Pat
Hearn, died for cancer soon after the
conclusion of the project, selecting
shots from over one thousand
shooting hours.

For the first time in the Metropolitan
Museum a community gives an
overview of the last ten years of
videoartistic productions. Closed
Circuit is a gathered and concise
exhibition showing at the same time a
growing interest for new medias, still
“hosted” in the Fotographic section,
from institutions like Met.
Eight works of eight different artists 
from US but not only- traced a little
path halfway between a static, brief
prospect typical of photos and the
dynamic, time-based point of view of
videoart, characterised by images
interweaved to a peculiar narration.
So you find Wolfgang Staehle with is
Eastpoint (September 15, 2004) who,
in tune with the landscape tradition,
“depicts” the goes by of a day in the
Hudson’s valley thanks to over 8000
still images synchronized at projection

.

Starting from the memorable photos
in stop motion of Eadweard
Muybridge, Jim Cambell in Motion
and rest # the project translates
essential movements on LED-covered
panels, an ideal connection between
film experimentation at its beginnings
 made of the rapid succession of
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single shots- and today’s experiments.
On the contrary Maria Marshall e
Omer Fast ‘s works are far distant
from traditional concept of photos.
While the first artist strikes the
audience with the fleeting vision of a
baby smoker, the second one allures
the public with a detailed account
between reality and fiction of the
walk-ons appeared in Schinder’s List ‘s
movie.

.

Stillness and motion has in common
the same basis. Pictures and videos
are in fact paradoxically powerful
means for accurate portrays of reality
as for disarrangement of distinctive
features. Just change point of view or
of exposure. But what a certain
perspective can tell you if expanded in
time or if offering the public an
association chain is for sure a different
story .

Working with different techniques on
the distortion of perception, Darren
Almond e David Hammons close the
artistic track of images in motion.
Their work is a super 8 owing a strong
reminding power. The image is
incessantly turned upside down and
inverted as in an amusing optical
illusion for children, while in a night in
intense colours the bothersome
scrape of a bucket pulled along the
street emphasizes the alienation of an
individual  the artist in person/the
very artist- who at night goes floating
like a ghost.

www.metmuseum.org/
www.stategrezzi.com/stategrezzi_2.
0/video/closed_circuit_podcast.mov
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Link index
Optronica: The Audiovisual Culture
http://www.optronica.co.uk/
http://www.addictive.com/
http://www.cinefeel.org/
Cindy Keefer: Visual Musica History
http://centerforvisualmusic.org
http://centerforvisualmusic.org/Library.html
Quayola: Visual Delicatessen
http://www.quayola.com/
http://www.hfr-lab.com/
Deaf 2007: Interact Or Die
http://www.v2.nl
http://www.deaf07.nl/
Cardiff-miller, Suggestive Power Of Sound
http://www.bombmagazine.com/cardiff/cardiff.html
http://www.macba.es
http://www.mathildenhoehe.info/
http://www.miamiartcentral.org/
Sonar 2007, Smiling To The Future
http://www.sonar.es
…Critical Art Ensemble…
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http://www.caedefensefund.org
http://www.critical-art.net/
http://www.ecn.org/thingnet/reviews/cae_int.html%20
G.r.l. And Techno Street Art
http://graffitiresearchlab.com/
http://www.eyebeam.org/
http://research.eyebeam.org/
Spanish Spring : Art, Science And Technology
http://www.cccb.org/now/links/index.html
http://www.res-qualia.net
http://www.cccb.org/now/ang/index.htm
http://www.laboralcentrodearte.org
Diwo: Co-creation, Co-curation
http://www.netbehaviour.org/pipermail/netbehaviour/20070201/004227.ht
ml
http://blog.furtherfield.org/?q=node/96
http://www.netbehaviour.org/
http://www.http.uk.net
http://furtherfield.org
Natactivism, Against Consitutional Order
http://www.nomads.it/
Andreas Broeckmann, Contemporary New Media Art
Klaus Obermaier: the strange dance of New Media
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HTTP://www.mercoledinaba.info
http://www.aec.at/futurelab/en/
http://www.digicult.it/wp-content/uploads/2007/04/obermaier2.png
http://www.digicult.it/wp-content/uploads/2007/04/obermaier1.png
http://www.digicult.it/wp-content/uploads/2007/04/obermaier4.png
http://www.exile.at/ko/
8bitpeoples, Research And Development In 8bit
http://www.8bitpeoples.com/
Maria Roussou, Immersive Interactive Experience
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLqlTaT3Bgk
http://www.makebelieve.gr
http://www.evl.uic.edu/pape/CAVE
http://vr.fhw.gr/en/index.html
http://www.mediaterra.org/en
Closed Circuit
http://www.metmuseum.org/
http://www.stategrezzi.com/stategrezzi_2.0/video/closed_circuit_podcast.
m4v
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